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Abstract
As an alternative to classic point-to-point (PTP) unicast transmission, point-to-multipoint
(PTM) broadcast/multicast transmission offers simultaneous transmission of the same
content to multiple receivers, using just a fixed amount of radio resources for a given
coverage area. Such transmission capability has been kept enhancing in the legacy
4th Generation long-term evolution (4G-LTE) , namely evolved multimedia broadcast
multicast service (eMBMS) . As the current multicast systems in the eMBMS use time
division multiplexing (TDM) to separate different transmissions, which, however, can
cause inefficient utilization of scarce radio resources, and even becomes an impediment
in developing such systems to meet new use cases in the 5th generation (5G). To tackle
this problem, we proposed a Rate-Splitting (RS) based precoding design to improve the
multicast system performances. However, as an emerging precoding technology, various
theoretical questions, and practical issues remain to be abundantly investigated. To
this end, the overall objective of the proposed research is to first investigate the eMBMS
system with both LTE and new radio (NR) specifications and then propose effective
approaches i.e., Rate-Splitting to improve the PTM system performance. Firstly, we
conduct a study of the eMBMS technique from the physical layer perspective, compar-
ing between the two major techniques of the eMBMS i.e. multicast broadcast single
frequency network (MBSFN) and single cell point to multipoint (SC-PTM), via link-
level simulations. A selection of key performance indicators (KPIs) defined by the
ITU-R for the IMT-2020 evaluation has been evaluated on data channel, e.g., physical
downlink shared channel (PDSCH). This performance evaluation serves as a benchmark
for comparison with a potential 5G broadcast solution. Furthermore, we investigate
the error performance, mobility tolerance, and coverage of the control channel, e.g.,
physical downlink control channel (PDCCH) based on both LTE and NR specifica-
tions. Secondly, we target at an overloaded downlink multicarrier multigroup multicast
system with RS under the assumption of Gaussian input, looking into both the achiev-
able rate and error performance. Two optimization methods are provided, i.e., weight
minimum mean square error (WMMSE) and successive convex approximation (SCA),
to jointly optimize the precoding matrix and subcarrier allocation. Simulation results
reveal that RS provides a substantial user experience improvement compared to the
state-of-the-art multicast transmission schemes. Thirdly, we investigate the RS under
the constraint of finite-alphabet constellations. We formulate an optimization problem
that maximizes the weighted sum rate of the RS system and solve the problem with
an iterative gradient descent algorithm to find the optimal precoder. The simulation
results show that compared to the traditional linear precoding scheme, RS can reach
the maximum achievable sum-rate with a less transmit power. Then, based on the
obtained RS precoder with corresponding constellation inputs, we look into the error
performance, e.g., bit error rate (BER) and symbol error rate (SER) of the proposed
RS scheme, with channel coding and iterative soft detection and decoding. On top of
the performance improvement in terms of achievable rate, the proposed RS scheme also
has a better error performance compared to other considered linear precoding schemes
in overloaded scenarios.
Key words: Point-to-Multipoint Communication, Link-Level Simulator, Rate-Splitting,
Multigroup Multicast, Optimization.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
P
OINT-TO-MULTIPOINT (PTM) communications are entering a new era. Over
the past few years, new broadcasting technologies have been identified for de-
livering an extraordinary amount of data in a more efficient manner. Broadcast is the
only technology capable of providing the same content to an infinite number of users
simultaneously, by using a fixed amount of resources. The 3rd Generation Partner-
ship Project (3GPP) standardization forum has also advocated the use of PTM in 4G
long term evolution (LTE) mobile networks, since the adoption of evolved multimedia
broadcast multicast services (eMBMS) in Release (Rel.) 9 [2]. It introduced PTM mul-
ticast support with various changes to the existing radio and core network protocols
of LTE. For instance, new physical, transport and logical channels were introduced in
the specification to enable MBMS over Single Frequency Networks (MBSFN). Since
its introduction, eMBMS has gone through a very significant set of enhancements [3].
Motivated by the huge potential of the PTM transmission scheme in the future gener-
ations of communication systems, this study aimed to investigate several key features
of the standard oriented PTM system and based on the limitations, correspondingly
provide effective and efficient schemes to transmit common content.
1
1.1. Challenges and the State of the Art 2
1.1 Challenges and the State of the Art
Despite the fact that the current multicast technologies are considerably different com-
pared with the original versions in Rel. 9, they still carry a long legacy thanks to the
backwards-compatible design principle of 4G LTE. For example, the current multicast
systems in the eMBMS use orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) as
the carrier waveform along with time division multiplexing (TDM) technique in order
to separate different services, which, however, can result in inefficient utilization of
time-frequency resources in the emerging use cases of 5G. Therefore, it is of great inter-
est to investigate the possibility which realize the simultaneous delivery of the diverse
multicast contents for the corresponding users with the same time or/and frequency
resources. To handle the simultaneous multicast content transmission, classic beam-
forming methods, e.g., the spatial division multiple access (SDMA) method, require a
sufficient number of transmitter antennas (offering sufficient spatial degrees of freedom)
to neutralise the interference. Nevertheless, it can be difficult to achieve such require-
ment in practical systems where it is inevitable to serve a relatively large number of
groups/users and can be even more challenging for the multicast technologies in the
current eMBMS standardized with a restricted number of transmitter antennas [3].
The state-of-the-art techniques that support the aforementioned group message delivery
without the restrictions on the transmit antenna, mainly include non-orthogonal mul-
tiple access (NOMA) techniques. However, when NOMA is applied, the data streams
are decoded and cancelled in a successive manner. Specifically, users are forced to fully
decode the data streams for some other groups in a given order before decoding its
own message and treat the rest of the groups’ message as noise. Such enforced ordering
and successive decoding of other users/groups’ stream degrades the channel, thereby
annihilating all the potential gains from spatial multiplexing .
1.2 Objectives
Based on the overview of the limitations of the standard based PTM transmission
scheme and the state of the art, the objective of this study is to first conduct an in-
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depth investigation of the standard-based PTM system and compare with it with the
theoretical limit such as the well-known Shannon limit. Then, we develop efficient
transmission schemes for the simultaneous delivery of multiple common contents under
various situations. To do this, we conduct a PTM air interface platform for investigating
how LTE and new radio (NR), i.e. 5G PTM transmission schemes work, which can
provide a valuable insight into the PTM system from the standard point of view.
Based on the designed PTM air interface, an improved content transmission scheme
is developed, with various assumptions such as having either Gaussian signalling or
finite constellation signalling. Such research builds the connection for researches in
both theory and practice. To this end, the objectives of this study are as follows:
 The air interface design for PTM systems:
The main aim here is to carry out the performance evaluation of the eMBMS/PTM
system based on the standard releases. A simulation platform has been estab-
lished to analyse the performances of the standard-based PTM systems with
various physical channels. We consider both LTE and the recently specified NR
standard and cover two important physical channels: physical downlink shared
channel (PDSCH) for data transmission and physical downlink control channel
(PDCCH) for control signalling. The simulation platform enables the testing of
various PTM communication related key performance indicators.
 Effective transmission scheme design for the simultaneous transmission of multi-
ple common messages based on the assumption of Gaussian signalling:
Here we are particularly interested in an overloaded downlink multicarrier multi-
group multicast multiple-input single-output (MISO) system with the proposed
transmission scheme, namely Rate-Splitting, for which both the achievable rate
and error performance are investigated under the assumption of Gaussian input.
 Performance evaluation of the performance of the proposed schemes under the
assumption of finite alphabet constellation:
With Gaussian signalling, although the system would be able to achieve the best
possible performance with any given precoding scheme, it is almost infeasible
in practice to find suitable coding/decoding and modulation schemes for that.
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Therefore, the main objective here is to remove the assumption of Gaussian sig-
nalling and instead, we have a finite alphabet constellation input. Similarly, the
achievable rate and error performance of the considered overloaded system under
the constraint of finite alphabet input are investigated.
1.3 Thesis Contributions
The present thesis includes three major contributions achieved during the research,
which are detailed as follows:
 Rely on the established PTM air interface platform, the state-of-the-art 3GPP
PTM technologies, i.e., MBSFN and SC-PTM, are evaluated through inspection,
analysis, and link-level simulations. These results serve as a benchmark for com-
paring the performance of a potential 5G broadcast solution. Both PDSCH and
PDCCH are examined using the LTE and NR specifications, where various PTM
related KPIs are tested, including BER/BLER vs. SNR/CNR, mobility, and cov-
erage. Based on all the works that have been done in this chapter, it helps us
realize that the current transmission strategy for multicasting common content
has plenty of room for improvement, e.g., achievable rate. More importantly, with
the established evaluation platform, it is possible to test different novel/improved
transmission strategies of multicast contents, and that is the story formed by the
following chapters.
 An investigation is carried out on the resource allocation problem in an overload
multicarrier multigroup multicast system with the assist of rate splitting precod-
ing. The formulated problem is non-convex and is solved by a WMMSE based
method and alternatively, a successive convex approximation (SCA) based algo-
rithm. Simulations are carried out to demonstrate the superiority of the proposed
RS schemes, in terms of the achievable rate, compared to the case without any
resource management and the state-of-the-art schemes. Besides, the SCA-based
method obtained an identical performance compared with the WMMSE method
with a fewer number of required iterations. Furthermore, we carry out the error
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performance analysis using the obtained RS precoder. BER results show that
with traditional linear precoding, errors are randomly distributed after decoding,
and each stream has relatively high error probability. With the proposed RS
scheme, the error performance of certain streams is significantly improved, reach-
ing almost the same error propagation as in the equivalent underloaded situation.
 The third contribution relates to the investigation of the performance of the pro-
posed rate-splitting linear precoding scheme under the finite-alphabet constella-
tion. we formulate the explicit expression for the Rate-Splitting based achievable
WSR as well as the individual achievable rate for each user under the finite alpha-
bet constraint. An optimization problem is established aiming to maximize the
weighted sum-rate (WSR) under finite constellations subject to the total avail-
able transmission power. Unlike previous works in the field of finite constellation
RS-based precoding, our formulation considers the optimization of rate splitting
precoder with the support of the arbitrary value of the modulation/constellation
as well as a generic transmitter to receiver ratio. We proposed a gradient descent
based algorithm to iteratively optimize the RS precoder of each user based on the
concept of Alternative Optimization (AO). Monte-Carlo simulations are provided
to validate the gain after using RS in terms of achievable sum-rate when com-
pared to the traditional no-RS system as well as the corresponding optimization
with Gaussian input. The convergence of the proposed optimization scheme is
also investigated. The impact of the different modulation/constellations schemes
and different transmit/receiver ratios on the achievable WSR are also investigated
and discussed.
Influenced by [4,5], we design the transceiver of an MU-MISO system with LDPC
channel coding and the optimized RS-based linear precoder at the transmitter
side. The modulation scheme is selected to match the achievable rate results
obtained previously under finite constellations. Simulation results help us under-
stand the phenomenons on the error performance, which is obtained from using
the precoders by solving the sum-rate optimization problem. As a result, this
study not only validates the superiority of the RS scheme but also makes the RS
design one step closer to the practical when compared to the Gaussian input-based
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RS precoder design.
1.4 Thesis Organisation
The reminder of this thesis is organised as follows. In Chapter 2, we present the back-
ground and literature survey of the following two aspects: the standard-based PTM
and various state-of-the-art transmission precoding schemes related to PTM transmis-
sions. Chapter 3 provides the aforementioned PTM system air interface design based
on both LTE and NR standards, where multiple KPIs were evaluated therein. Chapter
4 is concerned with the rate splitting linear precoding scheme for an overloaded down-
link multicarrier multigroup multicast under Gaussian signalling. Chapter 5 revisits
achievable rate and error performance of the RS system, under finite alphabet constel-
lations. Finally, Chapter 6 draws the conclusions for the present study and mentions
the planned future works.
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Chapter 2
Background and Literature
Survey
I
N point-to-multipoint transmission systems, the same content are transmitted to
multiple user terminals, but only by using a fixed amount of resources. This type
of communication has drawn immense attention from both the standardisation com-
munity (industrial implementation) and the research community. Considering the vast
potential of PTM transmission, this chapter presents a literature survey regarding the
3GPP standardised PTM system, i.e., eMBMS, as well as active research topics on
the optimizations related to PTM transmissions. Specifically, Section 2.1 provides the
overview of the evolution PTM systems in 4G LTE. Section 2.2 represents the network
strategies of the PTM transmission in eMBMS. Section 2.3 and Section 2.4 present
the typical PTM applications and related KPIs. The limitations of LTE-advanced pro
broadcast radio access network from the air interface point of view is presented in Sec-
tion 2.5. From Section 2.6 onwards, we introduce different precoding techniques for
multiuser multiantenna downlink system. Followed by Section 2.7, which covers the
ongoing research in the area of physical layer multicast. The concept of the multigroup
multicast and its related performance is presented and discussed in Section 2.8. Finally,
Section 2.9 draws the conclusion for this chapter.
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2.1 Overview of the Evolution of Point-to-Multipoint Sys-
tems in LTE
3GPP has enhanced the point-to-multipoint (PTM) communication capabilities of 4G
LTE in all the subsequent releases since the adoption of enhanced multimedia broadcast
multicast service (eMBMS) in Release (Rel.) 9 [18]. eMBMS introduced new PTM
radio bearers and multicast support in the core network with small changes to the
existing radio and core network protocols of LTE. Furthermore new physical, transport
and logical channels were defined to enable single frequency networks, also known as
MBSFN (MBMS over Single Frequency Networks), as well as new logical entities in the
network architecture.
eMBMS Rel.9 was largely based on the original MBMS technology standardized for
3G in Rel.6 [19], which was initially conceived as an add-on mobile television (TV)
service in a large pre-planned area with a rather static configuration. Since its intro-
duction, eMBMS has gone through a very significant set of enhancements. Rel.14 is
very different from the first version of eMBMS developed in Rel.9, but it carries a long
legacy due to the backwards-compatible design philosophy of 4G LTE. For example,
the usage of always-on signalling such as cell-specific reference signals, synchronization
signals, etc., which were defined as mandatory requirements in LTE Rel.8 required the
definition of special MBSFN subframes and a new physical channel. Rel.10 introduced
a RAN-based counting of user equipment (UEs) in the connected mode interested in
an MBMS service. This release also allowed the use of unused MBSFN subframes for
unicast reception and enhanced the admission control for MBMS sessions by the in-
troduction of the allocation and retention priority session parameters. Furthermore,
Rel.11 introduced service acquisition and continuity in multi-frequency deployments
where the MBMS service was provided through more than one frequency [2]. Rel.12
introduced MBMS operation on demand (MooD), which enables automatic and seam-
less MBMS service activation and deactivation based on the UEs service consumption
reporting [20], as one of the major enhancements for eMBMS. Additionally, Rel.12 also
introduced improvements in the physical measurements (e.g., signal power and error
rates). It also specified eMBMS support for critical communications (particularly, as
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Figure 2.1: Point-to-Multipoint Evolution in 4G LTE. LTE-Advanced (Rel.10, ’11 and
’12) and LTE-Advanced Pro (Rel.13 and ’14).
part of the group communication service enablers). Rel.13 introduced single-cell PTM
(SC-PTM) to increase the resource allocation flexibility of PTM [21]. SC-PTM allows
one cell to broadcast the same content to a group of UEs, multiplexing broadcast and
unicast data on the same physical downlink shared channel (PDSCH) instead of us-
ing the physical multicast channel (PMCH), which is a dedicated physical channel for
broadcast. This allows for a very flexible and dynamic radio resource allocation for
broadcast transmissions, which is equivalent to unicast. Furthermore, it also benefits
from a reduced end-to-end latency. SC-PTM can also exploit the unicast feedback for
advanced link adaptation schemes such as adaptive modulation and coding for groups
with a small number of UEs. However, this feature was finally not standardized in
Rel.13. SC-PTM re-uses eMBMS architecture and core network procedures and par-
tially re-uses eMBMS procedures in RAN.
Rel.14 introduced MBSFN and SC-PTM for vehicular to everything (V2X) communica-
tions, SC-PTM for internet of things (IoT) solutions enhanced Machine-Type Commu-
nication (eMTC) and narrowband-IoT (NB-IoT). Rel.14 also introduced many features
to enhance the delivery of TV services with eMBMS, in order to expand the reach of
MBMS into traditional TV receivers and enable the deployment of dedicated broadcast
eMBMS networks supporting public broadcasting requirements [22]. The services pro-
vided may be distributed in such a way that they can be received by all, including those
who are not mobile subscribers. This extends the applicability of mobile broadcast to
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support public broadcasting requirements. Figure 2.1 illustrates the aforementioned
evolution of PTM transmissions in 4G LTE.
2.2 Strategies/Bearer types of PTM transmission
The PTM coverage over an arbitrarily large area would require transmission networks
comprising multiple stations. Such networks are normally configured in the following
two ways:
 Multiple Frequency Networks (MFN): Each station is assigned a different
frequency from its neighbours in order to reduce interference between them. Each
station transmits the same or different content compared with the others, as
shown in Figure 2.2 (left).
 Single Frequency Networks (SFN): A group of transmitters or cells, are
arranged in an SFN cluster in which the transmitters are time-synchronized in
order to transmit the same content using the same frequency at the same time, as
shown in Figure 2.2 (right). The received signal in SFN is a series of echoes with
different powers and delays according to the transmission channel and distance
from the receiving point to each station. SFN supporting receivers are thus able
to process the signal as artificial multipath. Thanks to the OFDM waveform
and insertion of CP, signals that arrive within the CP contribute constructively
whereas those with a larger delay introduce inter-symbol interference (ISI).
In order to provide continuous coverage over the entire coverage area, both MFN and
SFN normally use a different RF carrier in adjacent service areas when the content
transmitted in one such area is different to the other (e.g. between different countries,
regions or editorial areas). This mechanism is known as frequency reuse. Multiple
frequencies can be used in order to increase the distance between the co-channel stations
(i.e., the reuse distance). This, in turn, reduces the interference between co-channel
stations and permits the capacity in each RF carrier to be increased. Increasing the
number of frequencies in a network (i.e., increasing the reuse factor) reduces the number
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Figure 2.2: Hexagon-based topologies demonstrating the multiple frequency network
(MFN) and single frequency network (SFN) concepts.
of available frequencies per transmitter. In an MFN, the frequency reuse is implemented
at a cell level whereas for an SFN it involves a number of cells arranged in an SFN
cluster (see Figure. 2.2). Note that even for a large area of SFN a certain frequency
reuse is employed in order to avoid interferences between different regions or countries.
In certain circumstances frequency reuse 1, in which the same frequency is nominally
used at all the transmitters, is possible. For example, the state-of-the-art cellular
communication systems may operate in this way whereby interference mitigation tech-
niques, such as the coordinated time-scheduling of radio resources, may be used to
mitigate or avoid interference. It is important to include the frequency reuse factor
when determining the spectral efficiency of a network. Although the available SINR
per RF carrier may be higher in an MFN with a large re-use factor, thereby increasing
the spectral efficiency per RF carrier, the number of active RF carriers per station
decreases when the reuse factor increases. This effect can be measured in terms of the
network spectral efficiency as:
SENtW =
SERF(SINR)
N
(2.1)
Where SERF is the spectral efficiency per RF carrier and N is the frequency reuse
factor. For the sake of the comparison between different deployments, SERF(SINR)
can be approximated by Shannon´s formula SERF(SINR) = log2(1 + SINR).
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Figure 2.3: Signal received from 3 different transmitters in an SFN.
Cyclic Prefix Insertion in SFN
The CP, which also referred to as guard interval (GI) in terrestrial broadcasting stan-
dards, is a cyclic extension of the useful time-domain symbol duration that consists of
a fraction of the last part of the OFDM symbol, which is appended to the beginning.
The length of the CP needs to be longer than the channel impulse response, or in an
SFN, longer than the maximum delay expected in the network. In general, the length
of the CP should at least, accommodate the maximum separation between transmit-
ters or the inter-site distance (ISD). For demodulation, the receiver positions the FFT
window according to a synchronization strategy described in [23]. Figure. 2.3 presents
an example of the reception of three signals. Each signal is represented as an OFDM
symbol with a data part and a cyclic prefix. The receiver is synchronized to signal
2, such that signals 2 and 3 contribute constructively whereas signal 1 introduces ISI.
Moreover, the FFT window positioning is synchronized to the strongest signal (signal
2). It can be observed that the synchronization approach corresponds to the strongest
signal. The implementation of SFN networks may improve coverage compared with
its MFN counterpart, owing to signal diversity. The presence of several signals from
different directions decreases the variability of the total signal field strength. Com-
pared with an MFN, this effect reduces the overall location variation, resulting in lower
field strength being required to meet a particular coverage requirement. On the other
hand, the artificial multipath channel generated by the SFN implies larger frequency
selectivity which may degrade the received signal is the CP is not longer enough to
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combat the inter-symbol interference. The insertion of a CP represents an overhead
that leads to a reduction in spectrum efficiency. Thus, the CP represents a trade-off
between capacity overhead and robustness against multipath and maximum ISD in an
SFN. To maximise the net bitrate, the CP is often chosen to be as small as possible in
practical, accordingly reducing the maximum delay from the natural multipath echoes
and artificial echoes from the distant SFN transmitters. The overhead introduced by
the CP can be expressed as:
OHCP =
TCP
Ts
(2.2)
where TCP and Ts denotes the CP duration and the OFDM duration, respectively.
2.3 PTM Applications
2.3.1 Media& Entertainment
The Media & Entertainment (M&E) vertical for television broadcasting has been pro-
duced within the enhancements for television service (EnTV) work item in Rel.14.
3GPP has naturally updated the service layer to support new features (e.g., Dynamic
Adaptive Streaming over HTTP DASH) and codecs (e.g., HEVC, H.265) over the
different releases that are relevant for the M&E vertical in general. However, those
enhancements are not considered here.
The radio access enhancements of eMBMS in Rel.14 include dedicated carriers with up
to 100% MBMS allocation and self-contained system information and synchronisation
signals (including a new type of MBSFN subframe without unicast control region to
reduce the signalling overhead). A 200 µs long cyclic prefix to support large inter-site
distances has also been included. It should be noted that these improvements are not
backwards compatible with the previous releases, meaning that pre-Rel.14 UEs cannot
receive any service from the cells operating with these improvements. Hence they are
only suitable for new Rel.14 deployments.
Architectural enhancements of eMBMS in Rel.14 include new device modes, such as the
receive only mode (ROM) for devices without SIM cards or 3GPP subscriptions. New
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Figure 2.4: Simplified architecture for TV services over 3GPP eMBMS Rel.14.
service types to enable free-to-air content broadcast that can be received by all (in-
cluding devices without subscription), as well as interactive services with ROM device.
An open standardized broadcasting application programming (xMB) external interface
towards the TV content providers, transport-only (pass-through) MBMS bearer service
type for using the eMBMS network as content delivery platform in the native format
without transcoding, and shared networks among several MNOs (mobile network oper-
ators) to avoid broadcasting the same content at the same time over different networks
and improve the radio resource utilisation. The combination of receive only mode de-
vices and shared MBMS architecture enables the deployment of standalone eMBMS
broadcast networks. Fig. 2.4 demonstrates a simplified eMBMS architecture for TV
services with a new MBMS application programming interface (MBMS-API) that has
been introduced to simplify access to complex eMBMS procedures.
2.3.2 Public Warning
Public warning (PW) was specified by 3GPP in 3GPP TS 22.268, public warning
system (PWS) requirements. This specification was written in the 3GPP Rel.8 time-
frame specifically for the Japanese earthquake and Tsunami warning system. In Rel.9
commercial mobile alerts (CMAS) was added. Subsequently, the specification was gen-
eralized to PWS, which now has the following four regional variants:
 Earthquake and Tsunami Warning System (ETWS)
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 Wireless Emergency Alert (WEA, previously called CMAS)
 EU-Alert (specified in ETSI TS 102 900)
 Korean Public Alert System (KPAS)
ETWS consists of a primary notification, which allows for the delivery of a warning
message within 4 seconds, and a secondary notification. ETWS secondary notification
and the CMAS, EU-Alert and KPAS messages are quite similar; however, CMAS, EU-
Alert and KPAS are fully compatible services.
The stage 2 specification of PWS is 3GPP TS 23.041, i.e., Cell Broadcast Service
Specification. PWS is a text based warning service that allows the broadcasting of text
messages to all the UEs in a specific area. The last major addition to 3GPP TS 23.041
in the Rel.12 and Rel.13 timeframe was the addition of PWS support in E-UTRAN.
PWS is a mandatory service in 5G and is being specified in 3GPP core network and
terminal (CT) working group 1. The update of 3GPP TS 23.041 should be finished
by June 2018. On September 29, 2016, the federal communications commission (FCC
) has published the Report and Order FCC 16-127, in which the section on Further
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking discusses the FCC’s position that the general public
should benefit from multimedia content in WEA. 3GPP has not prioritised MBMS in
Rel.15 (the 5G phase-1 release). The discussions on priority for Rel.16 were supposed
to take place after mid-2018 and not earlier due to a time-budget shortage in the RAN
groups.
2.3.3 Automotive Use Cases
To extend the LTE platform to new service verticals, as well as meet the currently
undergoing key technological transformations of the automotive industry, study items
have been carried out by 3GPP on the use of LTE mobile networks in automotive use
cases in order to ensure connectivity between vehicles/devices, the people inside/around
the connected vehicles/devices and roadside infrastructure. This leads to an investi-
gation on the service aspects of LTE-based Vehicle-to-Everything (V2X), where the
usefulness of new LTE features to the automotive industry, including proximity service
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and LTE-based broadcast services such as PWS and eMBMS, have become a particular
focus.
More specifically, vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communications have been proposed based
on device-to-device communications, which are defined as part of proximity services
in Rel.12 [24] and Rel.13 of the specification [25]. As part of proximity services, the
device-to-device communication system interface that was designated as sidelink at the
physical layer, i.e., PC5, was introduced and is now part of the V2V work items. Ad-
ditionally, it has been enhanced for vehicular use cases, particularly focusing on the
solutions for high speed, e.g., up to 250Kph and high density, e.g., thousands of nodes.
To continuously developing functionality to provide enhancements specifically for ve-
hicular communications both in terms of direct communication and for cellular commu-
nications with networks, the initial Cellular V2X standard, for inclusion in the Rel.14,
was completed in September 2016 during the 3GPP RAN meeting in New Orleans. It
focused on vehicle-to-vehicle communications, with further enhancements to support
additional V2X operational scenarios to follow in Rel.14. In March 2017, the European
Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) released the first completed version of
technical specification providing 3GPP supports for V2X service requirements to be
supported by LTE transport [26]. The requirements of safety and non-safety aspects
are included in [26], where the specific service requirements, e.g., latency/reliability,
speed, service range, frequency and message size, as well as security requirements are
specified.
Rel.15 currently covers the support for advanced V2X services such as vehicle platoon-
ing, advanced/remote driving, extended sensors, that are backward compatible with
Rel.14 V2X for the delivery of safety messages. The improvements have been taken
into considerations the PC5 link such as having aggregation of up to 8 PC5 carriers
with carrier aggregation (CA) feature, 64QAM (Quadrature Amplitude Modulation),
transmit diversity and short TTI (Transmission Time Interval).
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2.3.4 Internet of Things Use Cases
The concept of IoT first appeared in Rel.12 [27], where the LTE Massive Type Commu-
nication (MTC) technology was introduced. It uses LTE technology in-band frequency.
In LTE MTC, the requirements were based on cost reduction and coverage improve-
ment of 20 dB for low-cost MTC UEs in comparison to defined LTE cell coverage for
normal UEs. This technology was later improved in Rel.13 and renamed as as LTE
eMTC, and a new UE category was defined (category M). The major improvements
were as follows: the reduction in the bandwidth to 1.08 MHz, the increase on the cov-
erage range to 155.7 dB, and the reduction of cost and power with a long battery life
(approximately 10 years of operation) with respect to the previous Rel.12 technology.
In addition to eMTC, two more technologies were included along with eMTC in Rel.13.
The EC-GPRS (Extended Coverage GPRS) technology [28] designed to operate on
GSM bands was introduced. It aims to improve the coverage (to 164 dB with 33dBm
power class or 154 dB with 23 dBm power class) and the power efficiency, the support
of massive number of low throughput devices and a reduction of the complexity. The
third IoT technology introduced in Rel.13 was NB-IoT. This technology has three op-
erational options: in-band LTE carrier, LTE guard bands or standalone in re-farmed
GSM spectrum. The goals of this technology are the reduction of the cost with respect
to eMTC, extended coverage to 164 dB for standalone, the support to massive number
of devices and a longer battery life (10 years).
During Rel.14, these technologies were further improved, with the main enhancement
of the support of multicast (SC-PTM) for both eMTC and NB-IoT. In addition, the
major enhancements with respect to the LTE eMTC were the higher data rates and
the support for VoLTE (Voice over LTE). On the other side, with respect NB-IoT the
major enhancements were the reduction on power consumption and latency. Finally,
the EC-GSM technology main improvement during this Rel.14 was the extension on
the coverage at least 3dB thanks to the improvement of the MCL (Maximum Coupling
Loss).
Currently, Rel.15 [29] addresses the data delivery from the network to a large amount of
UEs using MBMS. The considered requirements include the support of: reliable deliv-
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ery, the reports on successful delivery, eMBMS delivery mechanism and procedures for
devices with limited capabilities (e.g. limited battery life of 15 years) and a mechanism
to acknowledgement a successful reception.
2.4 PTM Related KPIs
In this work, we use the KPIs and evaluation methodology defined by the ITU-R for the
IMT-2020 evaluation process [30, 31]. The related KPIs that are commonly evaluated
in the PTM are listed as follows:
 Bandwidth (Hz): It is the maximum aggregated system bandwidth in Hz (in-
cluding frequency guard bands). The maximum supported bandwidth may be
composed of either a single or multiple radio frequency (RF) carriers.
 Peak spectral efficiency (bit/s/Hz): It is the maximum data rate normalised by
carrier bandwidth when excluding radio resources that are used for physical layer
synchronization, reference signals or pilots, guard bands and guard times.
 BICM spectral efficiency (bits/channel use or bits/symbol): It indicates the num-
ber of data bits per channel used. The BICM spectral efficiency depends on the
received carrier-to-noise ratio (CNR). In LTE systems a channel use is a Resource
Element (RE) (defined as one subcarrier of one OFDM symbol). In the CNR def-
inition used in this thesis, the carrier power refers to information carrier power
or the power in the REs in LTE systems. The BICM spectral efficiency is calcu-
lated as the number of useful data bits carried in a single RE multiplied by the
channel code-rate (e.g., a transmit configuration with QPSK (Quadrature Phase
Shift Keying) constellation and a channel code-rate of 1/2 has a BICM spectral
efficiency of 1 bits/symbol) that can be decoded at a received CNR. This calcu-
lation only focuses on data RE, i.e. it does not take into account the spectral
efficiency of control symbols.
 Coverage: It defines the spectral efficiency (or data rate) available in a geo-
graphical area with certain probability. Due to lack of feedback mechanisms in
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broadcast networks, link adaptation techniques that adapt the transmission data
rate to the user quality conditions cannot be used. Hence, in broadcast systems,
services are planned to cover a particular physical area with a target probability
that a given SINR (Signal-to-Interference plus Noise Ratio) within the area is
achieved. [32] provides a three-level approach to define the coverage in a given
reception scenario, see Figure 2.5.
– Receiving location: The smallest unit is a receiving location with dimensions
of about 0.5 m × 0.5 m. Such a location is regarded as covered if the required
carrier-to-noise and carrier-to-interference values are achieved for 99% of the
time.
– Small area coverage In a “small area” (typically 100 m × 100 m) the per-
centage of covered receiving locations is calculated. The coverage of a small
area is classified as:
* good, if at least 95% of receiving locations within the area are covered for
portable reception and 99% of receiving locations within it are covered
for mobile reception.
* Acceptable, if at least 70% of receiving locations within the area are
covered for portable reception and 90% of receiving locations within it
are covered for mobile reception.
– Coverage area: The coverage area of a transmitter, or a group of transmit-
ters, is made up of the sum of the individual small areas in which a given
class of coverage is achieved.
 Mobility(km/h): the maximum speed of a user equipment at which a defined
quality of service (QoS) can be achieved. The following PTM related classes of
mobility are defined in [33]: Stationary: 0 km/h. Pedestrian: 0 to 10 km/h.
Vehicular: 10 to 120 km/h. High speed vehicular: 120 to 500 km/h. Note that
in the MBMS requirements for NR in [34] the mobility requirement is set to 250
km/h.
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Figure 2.5: Three-level approach for the definition of the coverage: Receiving locations,
Small area coverage and Coverage area.
2.5 Limitations of LTE-A Pro Broadcast RAN: Air Inter-
face
In this section, we present certain limitations on the air interface of LTE-A Pro broad-
cast access network that we are interested in, which have been grouped into three
families, along with the limitations on radio resource management as well as signal
diversity and multiplexing techniques.
2.5.1 Limitations on radio resource management
Local/Regional coverage provision
 local/Regional services can only be inserted by establishing different MBSFN
Service Areas with TDM.
 MBSFN is inefficient for cell-area broadcasting since it cannot be configured using
MIMO, has a short CP and reduced pilot signal overhead.
Resource Allocation
MBSFN resource allocation is static and it cannot adapt to the network traffic load.
Subframes reserved for MBSFN operation are transmitted regardless of the user de-
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mand. To overcome this limitation, LTE Rel.14 allowed mapping of unicast data over
the MBSFN subframes in the case that there is no broadcast content available, however
only devices implementing Transmission Mode TM-9/10 are able to decode this data.
2.5.2 Limitations on signal diversity and multiplexing techniques
Unicast/Broadcast multiplexing
 The MBSFN subframes occupy the entire bandwidth. Multiplexing with unicast
transmission in the frequency and spatial domains is not allowed (which can be
solved in 5G PTP). TDM is the only multiplexing mechanism allowed in MBSFN.
 The allocation of resources to broadcast in mixed unicast/broadcast multiplexing
can be configured between 0% and 80% with the steps of 2.5%. It should be note
that Rel.14 has included a downlink only mode where 100% of the sub-frames are
allocated to broadcast. In Rel.14, resource allocations to broadcast in increments
between 80% and 100% is not supported. In the 100% broadcast allocation case,
it is still required to transmit CAS that uses 1 subframe every 40 subframes,
reducing the broadcast capacity to 97.5% of the total available resources.
 Allocation for 60% to 100% requires a secondary cell that carries unicast data.
Frequency and Time Diversity
MBSFN and SC-PTM lack the frequency interleaving and time interleaving that can
significantly improve the reliability of the transmission for the receive-only mode that in
itself lacks link adaptation techniques, owing to the uplink channel not being available.
Spatial Multiplexing
In Rel.14, spatial multiplexing techniques such as MIMO are not yet defined for MB-
SFN.
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2.6 Precoding for Multiuser Multiantenna Downlink
Precoding which is also known as transmit beamforming, has been considered as an
effective tool to mitigating or even exploit the interference which occurs in the multi-
antenna downlink channel where multiantenna transmitters simultaneously serve mul-
tiple users. By having multiple antennas at the transmitter side, it provides extra
degree of freedom to allocate the interference that can boost the performance if the
inter-user interference (IUI) is the main factor that limits the system performance.
As described in [35], precoding can be defined as a re-design of the transmitted signal
which can therefore efficiently deliver the desired information to each user by exploiting
the multiantenna spatial degrees of freedom, while limiting the corresponding interfer-
ence. Based on the number of users that is interested in each information stream,
the communication system can be classified into three categories, i.e., Unicast, Mul-
ticast, and Broadcast. In this section, we focus on the unicast transmission mode to
give a basic background of precoding and we will introduce the other two in separate
sections as they are more relevant to the topic of this thesis. Unicast, as its name
suggests, transmits each individual message for each receiver. Due to the usage of mul-
tiple antenna at the transmitter side, multiple simultaneous unicast transmissions are
possible which therefore motivates the use of precoding techniques. Such transmission
has been studied as multiantenna broadcast channel i.e. Multiple-Input Single-Output
Broadcast Channel (MISO-BC) or Multiple-Input Multiple-Output Broadcast Channel
(MIMO-BC) systems. Then, based on how often we have to switch/update the ob-
tained precoder matrix/coefficients, the precoding scheme can be further divided into
two categories namely, Block-Level Precoding and Symbol-Level Precoding.
2.6.1 Basic System model
Before going into details about the precoding design, we first give the basic system
model of a unicast system. Let us assume that a single base station (BS) that equipped
with Nt transmit antennas and wishes to transmit a number of symbols to K single-
antenna users. The received signal at the k-th user at the t-th instant can be written
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as:
yk(t) = h
H
k x(t) + nk(t) (2.3)
where hk ∈ CNt represents the channel coefficient between the transmitter and the k-th
user, x(t) ∈ CNt denotes the transmitted signal after precoding and nk(t) represents the
Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) at the k-th receiver during the t-th instant.
Assume that the original symbol stream can be divided into blocks of T symbols, and
the channel matrix remains constant for the transmission of the entire block of symbols.
Denote s(t) = [s1(t), ..., sk(t), ...sK(t)]
T as anK×1 matrix contains the input symbol for
all K users at the t-th instant, which has unit average power i.e., E{(s(t))(s(t))H} = I.
Thus, symbols are mapped to the BS antenna through a precoder matrix p ∈ CNt×K .
This yields the transmit signal at the t-th instant, which can be written as:
x(t) = ps(t) (2.4)
Based on the system model, we now discuss about the two aforementioned precoding
schemes. Block-level precoding refers to the techniques which solely depend on the
knowledge of the channel matrix h. In this case, the precoding changes with the channel
and is therefore fixed over the symbol block. On the other hand, symbol-level precoding
refers to the techniques for which precoding design is dependent on both the knowledge
of the channel matrix h and the original input symbol vector (constellation symbols),
i.e., sk(t), ∀K. Since block-level precoding is also the focus of the works covered this
thesis, in next subsection, we will provide more details about the its design strategy.
Nevertheless, studies for both the symbol-level precoder and block-level precoder are
well investigated in different areas of wireless communications, such as Simultaneous
wireless information and power transfer (SWIFT) e.g., [36,37] for block-level and [38] for
symbol-level precoding; physical-layer security e.g., [39, 40] for block-level and [41, 42]
for symbol-level precoding; sum-rate and capacity optimization e.g., [4,5] for block-level
and [43,44] for symbol-level precoding.
2.6.2 Block-Level Unicast Precoding
Dirty-paper coding (DPC) [45–47] is a well-known capacity-achieving precoding tech-
nique that belongs to the category of block-level precoding. However, implementing
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DPC in a practical system is unfortunately, prohibitively expensive and complicated
due to its non-linearity. Therefore, low-complexity approaches such as linear precod-
ing techniques have gained greater attention in the research community and shown
to achieve competitive performance compared with DPC. There are mainly two kinds
of linear precoder designs in the existing literature; one provides the closed-form re-
sults of the precoder, while the other provides solutions based on solving corresponding
optimization problems.
A well-known closed-form solution is the zero-forcing (ZF) precoding. ZF precoding
is one of the simplest suboptimal linear precoding techniques. it decouples the multi-
user channel into parallel single-user channels, thereby cancelling out the multi-user
interference. The ZF precoding matrix can be calculated as the pseudo-inverse of the
channel matrix, given as follows.
pZF = H
H(HHH)−1 (2.5)
where H is the concatenated channel matrix given as H , [hH1 , ...,hHk , ...,hHK ]T. How-
ever, since ZF has the noise amplification problem which may not perform well in the
noise limited regime. The second well-known closed-form precoder design is called min-
imum mean square error (MMSE) precoding. It takes both the interference and the
noise into account to boost the system performance in the noise limited scenarios. The
MMSE precoding matrix can be calculated as follows:
pMMSE = H
H(HHH + αI)−1 (2.6)
where α is a regularization parameter inversely proportional to the SNR,and it is usually
set to be the noise variance i.e., σ2n.
The above mentioned closed-form solutions for precoder designs are efficient and easy
to implement. Nevertheless, they do not allow to optimize the system with respect to
specific objectives, and/or constraints. The literature on block-level precoding includes
different optimization strategies for the precoding design. One design criteria is to
maximize the certain Qos targets at each user e.g. experienced Signal to Interference
plus Noise (SINR) value, under a sum power constraints. One well known optimization
problem is called max-min fairness optimization, which increases the fairness of the
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system by a bottom-up approach. In this case, it maximizing the minimum SINR across
all the users, under the sum power constraint, and such problem can be formulated as
follows:
max
p
min
k
SINRk, (2.7a)
s.t. tr(ppH) ≤ P (2.7b)
SINRk =
|hHk pk|2
K∑
j=1,j 6=k
|hHk pj |2 + σ2n
(2.7c)
Problem (2.7) can be optimally solved by semi-definite relaxation (SDR) method. An-
other way to design the precoder is to minimizing the total transmit power subject to
a minimum Quality of Service (QoS) request, and such problem can be formulated as
follows:
min
p
K∑
k=1
||pk||2, (2.8a)
s.t. SINRk ≥ ηk (2.8b)
SINRk =
|hHk pk|2
K∑
j=1,j 6=k
|hHk pj |2 + σ2n
(2.8c)
where η could be the target SINR for each user specifically i.e., ηk or a constant SINR
requirement across all the users i.e., η. As we can see, optimization based precoding
design gives the system much more flexibility, there are many other design strategies
in the literature based on practical constraints.
2.7 On Going Research on Precoding Techniques for Broad-
cast and Multicast
As mentioned in the previous section, depending on the number of targeted user per
information stream, there are three transmission mode, namely Unicast (covered al-
ready), Broadcast and Multicast. Broadcast is a type of service in which transmitter
has a common message to be sent to all the receivers. However, this type of trans-
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mission in physical layer research has been studied under the term of physical layer
multicasting [35].
The early development of the multicast area starts from the concept of physical-layer
multicast (PHY multicast), which is also known as single-group multicast. It was first
considered in the Ph.D. thesis of Lopez [48] and then improved in [49] with regards
to the design criterion.Therein, beamforming or precoding techniques were adopted to
steer the power towards specific users, thereby enhancing the received signal to noise
ratio (SNR) [49]. The basic design concept of such precoder is either to maximize the
minimum received SNR subject to a total power constraint or to minimize the transmit
power subject to a minimum received SNR value among all users (also known as QoS
optimization). Both problems have been proven to be equivalent NP-hard problem
[50]. Closed-form beamformer/precoder results are obtained for the aforementioned
optimization problem in special cases (e.g., with a limited number of users or transmit
antennas). [51] and [52] provide the closed-form optimal precoder in a two user multicast
scenario, while [53] provides the closed-form SNR region for a two transmit antenna
scenario.
Then, we move to the Multicast scenario where multiple messages are simultaneously
transmitted and each message is addressed to a group of users. In physical layer
research, this type of transmission has been studied under the term of multigroup
multicast (MGMC). At first, [1,54,55] considered this kind of simultaneous transmission
of multiple messages to multiple co-channel groups under the same design criterion as
PHY multicast. Precoding became more relevant in such scenarios due to the newly
introduced inter-group interference (IGI). In [1, 54], the precoder design problem was
formulated as a quadratically constrained quadratic program (QCQP). By utilizing the
powerful Semi-Definite Relaxation (SDR) method, it reduces the non-convex QCQP
into a relaxed convex problem. However, the optimal value of the precoder requires a
rank-1 approximation (e.g., Gaussian approximation) to improve the solution [56, 57],
which is why it is called ‘rank-one beamforming’. Later, low-complexity algorithms
such as the convex approximation method were proposed for such scenarios, resulting in
better performance in term of the percentage of feasible solutions and total transmitted
power (in order to satisfy the QoS requirement) compared with that in [1], especially
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when there are a a relatively large number of users (e.g. more than 10). Specific
scenarios have also been studied in the literature. For instance, in [55], a uniform linear
antenna (ULA) array was used at the transmitter to address the MGMC optimization
problem when the channel could be formed as a Vandermonde matrix. Additionally,
in [58], the author provided an alternative approach to solve the MGMC QoS problem,
based on a coordinate descent method. However, this method requires the system to
have at least the same number of transmitter compared with that of the receivers. The
sequel of such requirements will be demonstrated in the next section.
2.8 Multigroup Multicast Transmission in Detail
Figure 2.6: Multigroup multicast precoding concept [1]
As discussed in the last section, multigroup multicast (MGMC) denotes the simultane-
ous transmission of multiple messages to multiple co-channel groups, as shown in Fig.
2.6 [1]. As opposed to what occurs in unicast, the transmitter in multigroup multicast
system intends to deliver several messages (denoted as W1, ...,WM ) to corresponding
users in group g1, ..., gM . Each group message i.e. Wk is individually coded and modu-
lated to symbol stream i.e., sm before being mapped onto the transmitter antenna by
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a precoding matrix. Thus, according to 2.3, the received signal for the k-th user in the
m-th group, at t-th instant, can be rewritten as:
yk(t) = h
H
k
M∑
m=1
pmsm(t) + nk(t) (2.9)
In the sequel, for the proposes of simplicity, we drop the transmission instant index t.
The SINR experienced by the k-th user is provided by:
SINRk =
|hHk pµ(k)|2
M∑
j=1,j 6=µ(k)
|hHk pj |2 + σ2n
(2.10)
where m = µ(k) denotes the user to group mapping function. Then based on the SINR
value, we can calculate the achievable rate for the k-th user under Gaussian signalling,
which is represented by Rk = log2(1+SINRk). However, all the users in the m-th group
needs to decoded this message, therefore, the corresponding message transmission rate
should not exceed the lowest rate achieved among all users in the m-th group. Hence,
the group rate of the m-th group is given by:
Rm = min
k∈gm
Rk. (2.11)
According to such rate calculation, the max-min fairness (MMF) optimization could
be an good precoding design strategy as it attempts to maximize the minimum rate
that will benefit the group rate and help achieve fairness. The MMF precoding design
problem can be formulated as:
max
p
min
∀m
min
k∈gm
Rk, (2.12a)
s.t.
M∑
m=1
||pm||2 ≤ P (2.12b)
where the inner min. denotes the minimum user inside the m-th group while the outer
min. denotes the minimization across all M groups. In the case of MGMC, p denotes
the concatenated precoder for all the M groups. This problem can be solved by using
SDR method [1, 54] as well. Next, we present exemplary results that contain different
system configurations, despite the achievable rate of the Gaussian input based MGMC.
It can be observed from Fig. 2.7 that under Gaussian signalling, the achievable group
rate increases due to the increase in the spatial degree of freedom i.e., more transmit
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Figure 2.7: MMF group rate vs. SNR with different system configurations
antennas. Furthermore, it is also observed that the group rate stops growing as SNR
increases for the case of having 4 Users with 2 transmitters, i.e., Nt < K, reaching
saturated performance due to a lack of spatial degree of freedom. We call this system
the overloaded system and investigate such a system setup in later chapters.
2.9 Summary
In this chapter, we cover the background information and ongoing research work in
the field of point-to-multiple communication systems in detail, especially from stan-
dard/practical and research i.e. (precoding design) aspects. As a summary, the PTM
already had a long legacy, since LTE Rel.9 where the adoption of eMBMS happened.
Thus, from the practicality point of view, it is essential to undertake a gap analysis
between the current standard based PTM/eMBMS system with other non-3GPP PTM
techniques as well as the theoretical bound. Also, the multigroup multicast system was
found to have a saturated performance when worked in a overloaded environment. New
physical layer precoder design should be developed as a possible solution to improve
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the multicast rate under such situation. Following this idea, in Chaper 3, the link-level
simulator design based on the LTE and New Radio standard are presented with related
simulation results for some important PTM system KPIs.
Chapter 3
Air Interface Design: PTM
System Simulation Platform
3.1 Introduction
A
S the title suggests, this chapter introduces the air interface design of the
point-to-multipoint communication system, focussing on evaluating the afore-
mentioned 3GPP-based PTM technologies, i.e. eMBMS, including both MBSFN and
SC-PTM. Results based on the LTE standard serve as the benchmark to compare the
performance of that with 5G /New Radio. We utilise as reference the key performance
indicators (KPI) and evaluation methodology defined by the International Communi-
cations Union - Recommendation (ITU-R) for the International Mobile Telecommuni-
cation (IMT-2020) evaluation process [30]. It should be pointed out that the IMT-2020
recommendations are assumed to be a PTP-only solution but have been used as the
basis for the evaluation of PTM in the context of this work. We start out this section
by introducing the physical layer processing chain of the data channel in LTE eMBMS,
followed by the control channel in both LTE eMBMS and New Radio.
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Figure 3.1: LTE eMBMS physical layer transmitter block diagram.
3.2 Data Channel Modelling in LTE eMBMS
This section presents the physical layer processing chain of the data channel, i.e.
PDSCH of the LTE eMBMS. The descriptions are focused on the transmit side, as
receiver implementations depend on manufacturers.
LTE eMBMS Rel.14 represents the latest fully standardised offering of the LTE PTM
technology. Fig. 3.1 depicts the generic transmitter block diagram where a single or
several transport blocks (TBs) containing the data is transmitted. The number of TBs
is directly related to the number of codewords used, which is always lower than the
number of layers and, therefore, antenna ports. Data bits are encoded using a combina-
tion of error detection, error-correcting, and rate matching. A cyclic redundancy check
(CRC) bit sequence is attached to each TB. If the TB size is larger than the maximum
code block (CB) size, the input data bit sequence is then segmented, and an additional
CRC sequence is attached to each CB. The bit sequence for a given CB is then coded
using turbo codes (TC). Next, rate matching is performed so that the bits of each
CB is interleaved, circular buffered and punctured to provide the specific CR related
to the selected input modulation and coding scheme (MCS). Bits generated are then
concatenated, scrambled, and split into groups of bits, depending on the modulation
order, and mapped to constellation symbols. Constellations available in eMBMS are
QPSK, 16QAM, 64QAM, and 256QAM. The complex-valued modulation symbols are
then mapped onto one or several transmission layers and precoded for transmission on
the antenna ports. Complex symbols are then located in the resource elements avail-
able in the corresponding subframe and modulated to transmit using an orthogonal
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frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) signal. Finally, a cyclic prefix (CP) with a
specific duration is inserted. The eMBMS standard can be predominantly described by
two deployment methodologies, i.e. MBSFN and SC-PTM.
3.2.1 MBMS Over Single Frequency Networks
MBSFN deployments consist of a group of cells that perform completely synchronised
transmission, eliminating inter-cell interference for the broadcast service within the
given area. The trade-off here comes in flexibility, particularly with regard to resource
allocation, which is rigid and occupies the entire bandwidth. MBSFN with the current
standard can be configured with three carrier spacing values of 15, 7.5, and 1.25 kHz,
related to extended CP lengths of 16.7, 33.3, and 200 µs respectively. It is important
to note that MIMO techniques that provide spatial multiplexing gain are not defined
for MBSFN; therefore, a single codeword is transmitted in this case.
3.2.2 Single-Cell Point-to-Multipoint
The SC-PTM solution aims at increasing the resource allocation flexibility for PTM
deployments. It allows a single cell to broadcast to a group of users on the physical
downlink shared channel (PSDCH) used by unicast transmission. Sharing a physical
channel also implies the use of the same carrier spacing; therefore, only 15 kHz with
normal CP (5.2 µs first symbol and 4.7 µs the rest) is available for use.
3.3 Control Channel Modelling in both LTE and NR
3.3.1 Downlink Control Information (DCI) Generation
Different types of information can be transmitted through the physical control channels,
as Table 3.1 indicates. Control information for one or multiple user equipment (UE) is
located in a single DCI message and is transmitted through the PDCCH. Different DCI
formats are defined for specific purposes. From the eMBMS content transmission point
of view, first, there is no support for the hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ)
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Table 3.1: Control information and corresponding channels
Control Information Physical Control Channel
Downlink Control Information (DCI) PDCCH
Control Format Indicator (CFI) PCFICH
Hybrid-ARQ Indicator (HI) PHICH
operation, and second, the transmission of CFI symbols works similarly as that of the
DCI information [59] [60]. Therefore, we only focus on the signal processing and the
corresponding performance of DCIs.
Long-Term Evolution eMBMS : In LTE, different DCI formats contain diverse in-
formation such as resource block (RB) assignment, transmit power commands (TPCs),
HARQ, precoding information. Two significant factors that determine the format used
for a specific situation are as follows [61]:
 Radio Network Temporary Identifier (RNTI) type
 Transmission modes
A possible DCI format is given in Table 3.2 [62], related to the MBMS-specific RNTI
indication, namely M-RNTI [61]. The DCI format 1C with M-RNTI is used for no-
tification and includes an 8-bit bitmap to indicate the one or more single frequency
network (SFN) areas in which the multicast control channel (MCCH) is used.
New Radio: In 5G NR, even in the current latest version of the 3GPP document
TS 38.212 [63], no specific DCIs have been defined for eMBMS transmissions. The
current available DCI formats specified for PDSCH scheduling are shown in Table
3.3. Format 1 0 is more suitable for a multicast/broadcast case as it is dedicated to
DL cells. The specific fields included in this format are given in Table 3.4. In this
format, VRB and PRB stand for virtual resource block and physical resource block,
respectively. With this format, the CRC is scrambled by C-RNTI, as it is only defined
for unicast in the current specification. Moreover, some of the fields are irrelevant
for eMBMS transmissions, such as PUCCH-related fields and the HARQ process. On
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Table 3.2: DCI Format 1C for M-RNTI in LTE
Field Names Occupied Bits
MCCH Change Notification 8 bits
Reserved
N/A (1.4MHz)
2bits (3MHz)
4bits (5MHz)
5bits (10MHz)
6bits (15MHz)
7bits (20MHz)
Table 3.3: DCI Formats in NR for PDSCH scheduling
Format Usage
Format 1 0 used for the scheduling of PDSCH in one DL cell
Format 1 1 used for the scheduling of PDSCH in one cell
the other hand, currently, support for M-RNTI (MBMS-RNTI) or G-RNTI (Group-
RNTI) is absent. After formatting the DCI bits , they go through the PDCCH channel
processing chain, which is explained in the following section.
3.3.2 Physical Downlink Control Channels (PDCCH)
Long-Term Evolution : Similar to the data channel processing, the DCI bits for
different users are individually sent through the bit-interleaved coding and modulation
(BICM) processing chain. DCI bits are encoded with a combination of FEC, scrambler,
and modulator. Specifically, a CRC sequence with 16 bits is first attached to the DCI
information. Then, in the channel coding block, conventional tail-biting encoding is
employed. Next, rate matching is performed such that the bits inside each coding block
are interleaved, and circular buffered and punctured/repeated to provide a specific code
rate (CR), and the CR is determined by the aggregation level (AL). After rate matching,
the PDCCH bits for different users are multiplexed and scrambled before sent to the
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Table 3.4: DCI Format 1 0 for C-RNTI in NR
Field Names Occupied Bits
Identifier for DCI formats 1 bits
Frequency domain resource assignments Variable
Time domain resource assignments X bits
VRB-to-PRB mapping 1 bits
Modulation and Coding scheme 5 bits
New data indicator 1 bits
Redundancy version 2 bits
HARQ process number 4 bits
Downlink assignment index 2 bits
TPC command assignment for scheduled PUCCH 2 bits
PUCCH resource indicator 3 bits
PDSCH-to-HARQ feedback timing indicator 3 bits
modulator. It is noticeable that the available modulation scheme for LTE PDCCH
is quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) only, as the transmission reliability of DCI
bits is more important than the transmission rate. After that, symbols are mapped to
resource elements (RE) in the corresponding subframe. Finally, before transmission,
CP-OFDM is performed.
In LTE, the PDCCH is categorised into common and UE-specific PDCCHs. Each type
supports a particular set of searching spaces. Each searching space consists of a group
of consecutive control channel elements (CCE), which can be allocated in a specific
PDCCH called a PDCCH candidate. The most important LTE resource allocation
units include the following:
 Resource element (RE),
 Resource element group (REG),
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Figure 3.2: NR physical layer point-to-point PDCCH transmit block diagram.
 Control channel element (CCE), and
 Aggregation level (AL).
With LTE, 1 CCE is formed by 9 REGs, and 1 REG is formed in turn by 4 REs.
Moreover, AL denotes the number of CCEs that carries a single PDCCH. For instance,
if the AL equals to 1, then the total number of available REs for the whole control
region is given by the following:
REtot,LTE = AL ∗ (REG/CCE) ∗ (RE/REG)
= 1 ∗ 9 ∗ 4 = 36REs,
(3.1)
where REG/CCE and RE/REG represent the relationship between REG and CCE,
and the relationship between RE and REG, respectively.
New Radio: Various changes have been made to the PDCCH with NR specifications.
The transmit block diagram of the NR PDCCH processing chain is shown in Fig.3.2. In
this case, the generator polynomial gCRC24C(D) is used for the cyclic redundancy check
attachment. Polar codes are used for channel coding as a replacement for the tail-biting
conventional code. The length of the polar encoded bits is N = 2n, where the n is a
positive integer between 5 and 9, including 5 and 9. Therefore, the maximum length
of the encoded bits is 29 = 512. Regarding the rate matching, it is still operated every
coded block and consists of sub-block interleaving, bit collection, and bit interleaving.
However, according to the 3GPP specifications, the bit interleaving option is turned
off. The multiplexing and scrambling operations are the same as in LTE. Besides, the
supported modulation scheme is still QPSK only.
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Table 3.5: High-level assessment method per KPI
KPI Units Method Origin
Bandwidth Hz Inspection IMT-2020
Peak data rate bit/s Analysis IMT-2020
Peak spectral efficiency bit/s/Hz Analysis IMT-2020
Peak BICM spectral efficiency bpc Analysis DTT
BICM spectral efficiency bpc Link-level DTT
Mobility km/h Link-level IMT-2020
Similarly to LTE, each PDCCH is still flexibly mapped to CCEs, but the relationship
between REG and CCE changes in NR. Specifically, 1 CCE is now formed by 6 REGs,
and 1 REG consists of 1 RB, which is equivalent to 12 REs in the frequency domain
and 1 OFDM symbol in the time domain. In this case, for AL = 1, the total number
of available REs for the whole control region in NR is given by the following:
REtot,NR = AL ∗ (REG/CCE) ∗ (RE/REG)
= 1 ∗ 6 ∗ 12 = 72REs,
(3.2)
Note that some new units are defined with NR, including a REG bundle, which consists
of multiple REGs and the concept of a control resource set (CORESET). A CORESET
is composed of multiples RBs in the frequency domain and 1, 2, or 3 OFDM symbols in
the time domain; it is equivalent to the control region in LTE subframes. A UE can be
configured with multiple CORESETs, and each CORESET is associated with a single
CCE-to-REG mapping only [64]. Fig. 3.3 gives an example of the mapping from RE
and REG to CCE with AL 1. In this example, 3 OFDM symbols are used in the time
domain, and 2 CCEs are in the CORSET.
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Figure 3.3: CORESET structure when considering 2 CCEs.
3.4 Evaluation Methodology
Starting from this section, we delve into the details of the KPIs introduced previously.
Table 3.5 presents the summary of the high-level assessment method used per KPI, and
the term DTT stands for digital terrestrial television technologies. Three evaluation
methods are introduced as follows:
 Inspection: This method is applied to KPIs that are design-dependent and can
be assessed by assessing the general system design information.
 Analysis: This evaluation is based on calculations that use technical information.
 Link-Level Simulation: This method is applied to KPIs that are heavily de-
pendent on the instantaneous network conditions.
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3.4.1 Peak Data Rate
The first KPI evaluated through analysis is the peak data rate, expressed in bit/s and
can be calculated using (3.3).
γp =
Ndata
Tsf
(3.3)
where Ndata is the maximum number of data bits transmitted in a period of time Tsf .
The peak data rate calculation depends on the technology under study. For example,
in LTE, Ndata is the maximum transport block size delivered at every time transmission
interval (TTI), and Tsf is the subframe duration in seconds.
3.4.2 Peak Spectral Efficiency
The peak spectral efficiency, expressed in bit/s/Hz, represents the maximum data rate
normalised by the carrier bandwidth when excluding radio resources used for physical
layer synchronisation, reference signals or pilots, guard bands, and cyclic prefix. The
peak spectral efficiency can be calculated as in (3.4).
ηp =
Rp
BWmax
(3.4)
where BWmax is the maximum available system bandwidth in Hz.
3.4.3 Peak BICM Spectral Efficiency
The peak BICM spectral efficiency (SE) is defined in bits per channel used (bpc), which
is the maximum spectral efficiency supported by the system. Peak BICM-SE only takes
into account REs used for data, i.e. excluding control symbols and overheads. Note
that a channel used is equivalent to an RE, defined as a subcarrier in an OFDM signal.
This KPI does not depend on the received CNR; therefore, it can be calculated through
analysis. The peak BICM-SE is calculated using (3.5).
ηBICMp = log2(Mmax) ·Rc,max ·NTx/Rx (3.5)
where Rcode,max is the highest effective CR provided by a particular technology, and
NTx/Rx is the number of independent information spatial streams with multiple trans-
mitter and receiver antennas. The effective CR is different from the turbo code rate,
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where the latter is fixed as 13 by the standard and the former varies with different
system configurations. The effective CR in LTE is calculated as follows:
Rmax =
Ndata
Nb
(3.6)
where Ndata is the number of data bits or TB size, and Nb is the total number of
available bits in a subframe, calculated as follows:
Nb = m ·NRB (NsymbNRBsc −Nref ) (3.7)
where m is the number of bits per subcarrier, NRB is the number of RBs utilised within
a subframe, Nsymb is the number of OFDM symbols per RB, N
RB
sc is the number of
subcarriers per RB, and Nref is the number of reference signals per RB.
3.4.4 BICM Spectral Efficiency
BICM spectral efficiency, unlike peak BICM spectral efficiency, depends on the received
CNR. CNR is defined as the carrier to noise ratio in a RE. BICM spectral efficiency
is defined as the number of useful data bits carried in a single RE multiplied by the
effective CR and number of spatial streams necessary to fulfil a particular quality of
service (QoS). The QoS is evaluated through link-level simulations. BICM spectral
efficiency is calculated as shown in (3.8).
ηBICM = log2(M) ·Rcode ·NTx/Rx (3.8)
where M is the number of constellation symbols per spatial stream.
3.4.5 Mobility
The last evaluated KPI is mobility, which is defined as the maximum user speed to
fulfil a specific QoS. User speeds can be classified as follows [33]:
 Stationary: 0 km/h,
 Pedestrian: 0 to 10 km/h,
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 Vehicular: 10 to 120 km/h, and
 High speed vehicular: 120 to 500 km/h.
In the IMT-2020 recommendation [31], the mobility requirement is set to 250 km/h,
and this study considers the same requirements for PTM transmissions. Mobility is
evaluated through link-level simulations using a mobile channel model with specific
user speed. In mobile environments, a channel realisation is a time-variant function
that depends on the relative speed of the transmitted and received pair. This time-
dependent variation produces a frequency shift at the receiver known as the Doppler
effect. The maximum frequency shift (fd) in Hz, which can be calculated using (3.9).
fd =
νfc cosα
c
(3.9)
where ν is the receiver velocity, fc is the signal carrier frequency, α is the angle between
transmitter and receiver, and c is the speed of light. In addition, the Doppler limit can
be theoretically estimated as follows [65]:
fdmax =
1
2Dy(TU + TCP )
(3.10)
where Dy is the symbol interval of the reference signal sequence in OFDM symbols, TU
is the useful symbol duration, and TCP is the cyclic prefix duration. Mobility there-
fore depends on carrier spacing, bandwidth, frequency band, and channel estimation
accuracy.
3.5 Technology Inspection and Analysis
This section studies the aforementioned KPIs based on inspection and theoretical anal-
ysis.
3.5.1 Bandwidth
Both LTE PTM solutions specified in LTE Rel.14 (i.e., SC-PTM and MBSFN) provide
a wider set of possible bandwidth allocations, i.e. 1.4, 3, 5, 10, and 20 MHz.
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3.5.2 Peak Data Rate
As explained in the previous section, the peak data rate considers different overheads
such as synchronisation, frequency guard bands, CP. For LTE, we only need to know
the maximum TB size transmitted in a single subframe. With SC-PTM, considering a
maximum bandwidth of 20 MHz, the maximum TB size or number of data bits (Ndata)
is 97896 and transmitted in 1 ms. The peak data rate is then calculated using (3.3),
obtaining 97.9 Mbps. Additionally, when considering MIMO for SC-PTM, the peak
data rate increases to 195.8 Mbps for 2 × 2 MIMO and 391.6 Mbps for 4 × 4 MIMO.
On the other hand, the use of MBSFN limits the peak data rate to 82.6 Mbps. Carrier
aggregation can also be considered in any LTE configurations. The peak service data
rate using carrier aggregation of 5 RF channels is 489.5 Mbps with SC-PTM and 412.9
Mbps with MBSFN.
3.5.3 Peak Spectral Efficiency
The peak spectral efficiency can be easily calculated using (3.4). In SC-PTM, the peak
data rate is 97.9 Mbps in a maximum bandwidth of 20 MHz, resulting in 4.89 bit/s/Hz.
This calculation can be extrapolated to MIMO by modifying the maximum TB size
as specified in [66]. Following the same procedure, the peak spectral efficiency with
MBSFN is 4.13 bit/s/Hz.
3.5.4 Peak BICM Spectral Efficiency
As mentioned in previous sections, the peak BICM spectral efficiency depends on the
maximum modulation order and effective CR. LTE data channel uses a maximum
modulation order of 256 QAM, included from Rel.12. The effective CR is calculated as
the transport block size divided by the data bits dedicated to PTM within a subframe,
as shown in (3.6). Each MCS provides a different CR directly related to a particular
TB size. Fig. 3.4 shows the different framing configurations for a single RB of both
SC-PTM and MBSFN systems. Note that the carrier spacing selected is 15 kHz, and
the number of OFDM symbols per subcarrier with MBSFN and SC-PTM is 12 and
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Figure 3.4: MBSFN (left) and SC-PTM (right) frame configurations. Both employ a
carrier spacing of 15 kHz.
14 due to the use of extended and normal CP, respectively. As Fig. 3.4 depicts, the
number of available data subcarriers per RB with MBSFN is 102, while SC-PTM uses
up to 138. In SC-PTM, the number of OFDM symbols used for the control channel is
3 for 5 MHz and lower bandwidths, and 2 otherwise. The maximum number of bits
with SC-PTM when considering 100 RBs and a channel bandwidth of 20 MHz can be
calculated using (3.7), obtaining 8 · 100(12 · 12 − 6) = 110400 bits. In MBSFN, three
different configurations can be used, depending on the carrier spacing selected. For a
given carrier spacing of 1.25 kHz, the number of bits Nb is 8 · 100(1 · 144− 24) = 96000
bits. The maximum TB size with SC-PTM and MBSFN is given for indexes ITBS = 33
and 32 [66], and the associated effective CR is then 0.887 and 0.882, respectively. As
the maximum constellation size is 256QAM, the peak BICM spectral efficiency is 7.09
and 7.06 bpc with SC-PTM and MBSFN, respectively. Note that the same calculation
can be easily extended to MIMO. SC-PTM with four spatial streams (MIMO 4 × 4)
can reach up to 28.36 bpc. It is worth pointing out that MBSFN is limited to 7.06 bpc,
as the use of MIMO is not specified.
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Table 3.6: Summary of ATSC 3.0, SC-PTM and MBSFN analysis
System
Antenna ηBICMp ηp Overhead γp
scheme (bpc) (bit/s/Hz) (%) (Mbps)
SC-PTM
SIMO 1× 2 7.09 4.89 30.9 97.9
MIMO 2× 2 14.18 9.79 30.9 195.8
MIMO 4× 4 28.36 19.58 30.9 391.6
MBSFN SIMO 1× 2 7.06 4.13 41.5 82.6
3.6 Link-Level Simulation Parameters
In this section, we evaluate the KPIs that are dependent on instantaneous network
conditions. The selected QoS is a block error rate (BLER) lower than 0.1%.
3.6.1 Simulation Parameter for Data Channel
In this section, we evaluate the KPIs that are dependent on network conditions. The
selected QoS is a block error rate (BLER) lower than 0.1%.
3.6.2 Simulation Parameter for Data Channel
The possible air interface parameters for simulating the eMBMS system, including
MBSFN and SC-PTM, are presented in Table 3.7 and Table 3.8, with a bandwidth of
5 MHz. Different MCS indexes are selected to provide the performance of the systems
for different spectral efficiencies. A subcarrier spacing of ∆f = 1.25 kHz is used with
MBSFN. This assumption is made to study the potential advantages of this mode
compared to SC-PTM. For MBSFN and SC-PTM configurations, each MCS index
employs a different modulation and TB size, directly related to an effective code-rate.
MCS indexes follow the nomenclature used in [67]. The MCS index here is for the range
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Table 3.7: MBSFN Rel 14 Link-Level configurations
Parameter Value
Bandwidth 5 MHz
Subcarrier Spacing 15kHz 7.5kHz 1.25kHz
Number of PRBs 25
Used Subcarriers 300 600 3600
FFT Size (Total Subcarriers) 512 1024 4096
No. Subcarrier/RB 12 24 144
Cyclic Prefix Format Extended
OFDM Symbol Duration 66.67 µs 133.33 µs 800µs
CP Duration 16.67 µs 33.33 µs 200 µs
OFDM symbols per subcarrier 12 6 1
Available Modulation QPSK, 16QAM, 64QAM, 256QAM
Channel Coding Turbo coding with 13 mother code rate
0 - 27 equal to the one defined by 3GPP, Table 7.1.7.1-1 in [68]. The higher indices 28
- 34 are for 256 QAM and correspond to indices 20 - 26 in Table 7.1.7.1-1A.
 MCS from 0 to 9: QPSK.
 MCS from 10 to 16: 16QAM.
 MCS from 17 to 27: 64QAM.
 MCS from 28 to 34: 256QAM.
3.6.3 Simulation Parameter for Control Channel
The air interface parameters of the control channel is presented in Table. 3.9. It is
important to note that AL 16 is not considered in this study, as it requires 16·6·12/(12·
3) = 32 REs; however, in a 5 MHz channel, the maximum available RBs are 25.
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Table 3.8: SC-PTM Rel 14 Link-Level configurations
Parameter Value
Bandwidth 5 MHz
Subcarrier Spacing 15kHz
Number of PRBs 25
Used Subcarriers 300
FFT Size (Total Subcarriers) 1024
No. Subcarrier/RB 12
Cyclic Prefix Format Normal
OFDM Symbol Duration 66.67 µs
CP Duration 5.2 µs (first symbol) + 4.7µs (the rest)
OFDM symbols per subcarrier 14
Available Modulation QPSK, 16QAM, 64QAM, 256QAM
Channel Coding Turbo coding with 13 mother code rate
3.6.4 Simulated Wireless Channel Models
Different channel models have been considered for this study, which are described below.
AWGN channel: The additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel adds circularly
symmetric complex Gaussian noise with variance σ2n to the transmitted signal.
MIMO cross-polar i.i.d. Rayleigh channel: A MIMO system with cross-polar an-
tennas at both the transmitter and receiver with an ideal cross-polarisation factor (i.e.
no coupling between polarisation) can be modelled using an independent identically
distributed (i.i.d.) complex Gaussian random variables with zero-mean and variance.
DVB NGH-PO and NGH-PI: The DVB-NGH portable outdoor (PO) and DVB-
NGH portable indoor (PI) channels model reception conditions in portable (static)
outdoor and indoor environments, respectively. They are constituted by 8 taps with
different levels of line-of-sight component. Detailed information about the channel
parameters can be found in [69].
Mobile TU6 channel: The profile in this channel models the terrestrial propagation
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Table 3.9: Simulation Parameters
Simulation Parameters Values
Carrier Frequency 700 MHz
System bandwidth 5 MHz
FFT size 512
CP types
Extended for LTE-eMBMS
Normal for NR-PTP
DCI length 12 bits
Aggregation Level 1,2,4,8
Subcarrier spacing 15 kHz
Channel models AWGN, TDL-A, TDL-C
Channel estimation
Perfect or 2-dimensional pilot based
estimation with linear interpolation
Equalizer Minimum mean square error
Table 3.10: Power Delay Profile for Modified Echo Channel
Path Amplitude(dB) Delay(µs)
1 0 0
2 0 α*Tcp
in an urban area. It is defined by COST 207 as a typical urban (TU-6) profile and
composed of 6 paths with wide dispersion in delay and relatively strong power. The
profile parameters are given in [65].
0dB echo channel: Table 3.10 includes the power delay profile (PDP) of the 0dB echo
channel, where tuning the value of variable α ≥ 0 is equivalent to changing the coverage
of SFN area, such that we can evaluate the performance of different PTM scenarios,
consequently the delay/echo tolerance of the NR PDCCH in terms of mobility and
coverage.
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Figure 3.5: Generic receiver block diagram for SISO/MIMO (LTE).
3.6.5 Receiver Structure
The receiver processing chain is shown in Fig. 3.5. The receiver will first extract
the CP (or GI) and transform the time signal to the frequency domain using FFT.
Reference signals (or pilots), known by the receiver, are then used for estimating the
channel frequency response (CFR). The estimated CFR is used for equalization to
obtain the transmitted complex-valued symbols. The de-mapping process converts the
received complex-valued symbols into soft information, which is then de-scrambled,
followed by the FEC decoder part, including rate recover, turbo decoder, code block
de-segmentation, and CRC decoder. After completing all the processes, we get the
estimated transmitted signal.
3.7 Spectrum Efficiency Evaluation for Data Channel via
Link-Level Simulation
This subsection presents the spectrum efficiency results based on the error performance
results after simulating all the MCS indexes. Mentioned that the BLER/BER results
are averaging over the number of simulated RBs, i.e., the simulator uses averaged
channel quality for each RB/subframe.
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Figure 3.6: Error Performance of LTE Rel.14 eMBMS for AWGN channel, ∆f =
1.25kHz . MCS indexes from 0 to 34.
3.7.1 AWGN Channel
Fig. 3.6 presents the error performance of LTE MBSFN with the AWGN channel.
All the MCS indexes are simulated, with a specific carrier spacing (∆f ) of 1.25 kHz.
Both block and bit error rates (BLER/BER) are presented as error performance in Fig.
3.6. Following the same procedure, results for the other two considered configurations
can be obtained, i.e. 7.5 and 15 kHz subcarrier spacing. Note that when using 7.5
kHz, all 6 OFDM symbols are dedicated to the MBSFN service within a subframe,
without any resources for unicast signalling and control channels. The same applies to
1.25 kHz. For a target BLER value of 10−3, the required SNR values are summarised
in table A.1 in Appendix A. The error performance of SC-PTM is not shown in this
thesis, but it can easily be obtained following the same procedure. Fig. 3.7 shows
BICM spectral efficiency as a function of the required CNR in an AWGN channel for
SC-PTM, MBSFN, based on table A.1. In this case, a single antenna is considered in
both the transmitter and receiver to illustrate the best possible outcomes of a PTM
system. As Fig. 3.7 shows, following the increase of CNR, the gap between the LTE
PTM solution and the Shannon limit also increases.
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Figure 3.7: BICM spectral efficiency vs. CNR (dB) for SISO AWGN channel. LTE
Rel’14 MBSFN, SC-PTM.
As observed in Fig. 3.7, the overall performance with LTE follows the same trend
regardless of the PTM technology used and the different carrier spacing values. The
use of a higher carrier spacing of 15 kHz instead of 1.25 kHz does modify the CR
and therefore the required CNR to achieve 0.1% BLER but it also changes the BICM
spectral efficiency achieved. In Fig. 3.7, increasing MCS index does not always result in
a increased spectrum efficiency. This is due to changing of modulation schemes, where
more transmit power is required to achieve the targeted BLER.
3.7.2 Multi-Antenna Fixed-Indoor Reception
Fig. 3.8 shows the BICM spectral efficiency for the independent and identically dis-
tributed (i.i.d.) Rayleigh MIMO channel. Whereas SC-PTM utilises two transmitter
and receiver antennas, MBSFN employs a 1× 2 SIMO scheme, which is a major draw-
back. We use an ideal cross-polar channel where there is no depolarisation between
both the transmitted streams. A minimum mean square error (MMSE) demapper is
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Figure 3.8: BICM spectral efficiency vs. CNR (dB) of LTE Rel’14 MBSFN, SC-PTM
with i.i.d. Rayleigh MIMO channel.
used with SC-PTM to cope with the computation complexity limitations. For SC-PTM,
representative MCS indexes from 0 to 27 with a step size of 3 are used.
The use of multiple transmission and receiver antennas can provide important spatial
multiplexing gains at high CNRs. Although MBSFN is limited to 7 bpc, SC-PTM can
increase their limits to 9 bpc. At a low spectral efficiency of 1 bpc, SC-PTM provides
close to capacity performance. However, for higher BICM spectral efficiencies, both
SC-PTM and MBSFN schemes have significant gaps compared to the Shannon limit.
3.7.3 Portable-Outdoor and Indoor Reception
The NGH-PO channel model represents a static reception at an outdoor environment
[69]. Due to a strong line of sight component, it exhibits less frequency selectivity.
Fig. 3.9 shows the performance of the different PTM technologies evaluated. Due to
the high computational burden this channel model entails (a large number of channel
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Figure 3.9: BICM spectral efficiency vs. CNR (dB) of LTE Rel’14 MBSFN, SC-PTM
with NGH-PO channel.
snapshots needs to be simulated to obtain statistically reliable results), a representative
set of LTE MCS indexes configurations is selected. A CNR value commonly used to
model portable outdoor reception is 10 dB. In this particular case, 1.4 bpc is obtained
with SC-PTM, which is the same for MBSFN.
NGH-PI models static reception at an indoor environment and has multipaths with
higher frequency selectivity, compared to the NGH-PO channel. Fig. 3.10 shows the
performance of the different PTM technologies for this scenario. It can be observed
that the channel capacity gap has been increased compared to NGH-PO. This is due
to the higher cross-polarisation discrimination factor, which reduces the direct channel
component power. Whereas NGH-PO is modelled with a factor 4, NGH-PI is defined
with 1.78. In addition, the difference between both the LTE technologies becomes larger
with the CNR. The use of higher CRs combined with the use of a narrow carrier spacing
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Figure 3.10: BICM spectral efficiency vs. CNR (dB) of LTE Rel’14 MBSFN, SC-PTM
with NGH-PI channel.
degrades the performance significantly with MBSFN. For instance, the difference in
CNR for the MCS 33 (256QAM, CR 0.85) is higher than 5 dB.
3.8 Frame Structure and Error Performance for Control
Channel: LTE vs. NR
Following all the error performance simulations for data channel, we also evaluate them
for the PDCCH control signal transmission under the AWGN channel to compare the
performance of LTE-eMBMS and NR-PTP. We assume standstill receivers with perfect
channel estimation. Moreover, at the receiver side, the rate recovery process includes
additively combining any repetitions to distinguish the performance difference of higher
ALs.
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Figure 3.11: Resource Block structure in LTE-MBSFN (left) and NR (right), with 15
kHz carrier spacing.
3.8.1 Frame Structure for LTE eMBMS and NR
Fig. 3.11 shows the two possible frame structures for a single RB with LTE-eMBMS
and NR [64] for the control channel, and the LTE one is the same as shown in Fig.
3.4 for eMBMS. As Fig. 3.11 depicts, the number of subcarriers per RB are 12 in
both cases. NR permits the use of different numerologies related to specific carrier
spacing. In particular, it is possible to use 15, 30, 60, 120, or 240 KHz. Different
from the data channel, in this work, we focus on the subcarrier spacing of 15 kHz
for both technologies as the numerology that both have in common. The number of
OFDM symbols per subcarrier with MBSFN and NR is 12 and 14, respectively. It
is worth mentioning that there is no reference signal in the control region for LTE-
eMBMS, while nine demodulation reference signal (DMRS) subcarriers are placed in
the control region for NR. Next, we provide an example of the calculation of the effective
code rate for PDCCH. As the focus is the performance of the control channel from a
multicast/broadcast point of view, we also assume that there are no bits used for
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Figure 3.12: BER/BLER vs. CNR (dB) of LTE eMBMS and 5G NR for AWGN, ideal
channel estimation.
PHICH, and 2 and 3 bits are employed for PCFICH for LTE and NR, respectively.
The DCI bits for both LTE and NR are set to 12. In the case of LTE, 12 bits DCI
can be seen as a format 1C with 5 MHz of channel bandwidth. For NR, as there is
no specific format suitable for multicast/broadcast transmissions and considering the
smallest number of DCI bits is 12 [63], we can retain the same size for DCI here. If
we consider these assumptions is (3.1) and (3.2), with QPSK modulation, the total
available bits will be 72 and 144, respectively. It means that 2 RBs are needed in both
LTE and NR to allocate all necessary PDCCH symbols. Therefore, the effective code
rate for LTE and NR under these assumptions is as follows:
CRLTE =
12
72
≈ 0.167 (3.11)
CRNR =
12
144− bitsDMRS =
12
144− 9 ∗ 2 ≈ 0.095 (3.12)
3.8.2 PDCCH Error Performance, LTE eMBMS and NR
Results for the AWGN channel are shown in Fig. 3.12. From Fig. 3.12, we conclude
that a higher AL generally gives more protection level to the codewords, reflected on
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Figure 3.13: BLER/BER vs. CNR for Aggregation Level 1&2 with different user speed
the required CNR for both LTE-eMBMS and NR-PTP solutions, at the expense of
more occupied bandwidth. Due to the different CRC and AL for LTE and NR, it is
challenging to show a fair comparison, although generally polar codes outperform tail-
biting encoding. A suitable QoS metric can be a BLER lower than 0.1% for a reliable
broadcasting transmission [3]. Comparing under the same AL 1, NR requires about 2.8
dB less than LTE to achieve this criterion.
3.9 Mobility Evaluation for Control Channel via Link-
Level Simulation
3.9.1 Doppler Effect
Followed by the simulation of having stationary receivers, we present the mobility
evaluation of the PDCCH channel under only the NR specification. The AWGN channel
is replaced by TDL-A [34] channel, which models a mobility receiver. As discussed in
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mobile channel with real channel estimation.
the KPI section, Doppler effect/mobility depends on the channel estimation accuracy,
for which an effective two-dimensional (i.e. frequency and time) channel estimation
should satisfy the following:
 In the frequency domain, the sampling rate must be faster than or equal to the
maximum delay spread of the channel;
 In the time domain, the sampling rate must be greater than or equal to the
maximum Doppler spread of the channel.
As PDCCH DMRS symbols cover all REs in the time domain on selected subcarriers,
the number of PDCCH DMRS symbols is sufficient enough to capture the time variation
of the channel, i.e. to be able to potentially support a wide range of user speeds. Recall
(3.10), we have
fd,max =
1
2 ∗ 1 ∗ 10−6 ∗ (66.67 + 5.2) = 6963.6Hz, (3.13)
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which corresponds to a user speed of 10743 km/h at 700 MHz and 1880 km/h at 4 GHz
frequency. Note that the higher numerologies will increase the supported UE speed, as
a lower TU + Tcp is obtained.
3.9.2 Simulation Results
To evaluate the performance of PDCCH in mobile environments, link-level simulations
are performed to, first, verify if any error floor occurs in the BICM performance when
the estimated channel response is applied and different user speeds are considered. If
not, then the required CNR to achieve BLER < 0.1% against the Doppler shift or
user speeds can be evaluated. A two-dimensional pilot-based estimation with linear
interpolation is used. Different ALs have been considered.
In Fig.3.13, the BLER/BER vs. CNR results for ALs 1 and 2 with user speeds of
3km/h and 120 km/h are presented. From Fig.3.13, we can see that the required CNR
to achieve 1e-3 BLER just slightly right shifted for the 120km/h (i.e., about 4.5dB CNR)
case compared to the 3km/h case (4.4dB CNR), and no error floor occurs, which verify
the above-discussed Doppler effect based on the sampling rate requirement. Therefore,
the required CNR vs. a wide range of Doppler shift (equivalent to a wide range of user
movement speed) are shown in Fig. 3.14. From Fig. 3.14, we can see that the PDCCH
channel can handle all required user speeds with a slightly increased CNR requirement
for all ALs, as in [33] for all the considered frequency bands. Also, the higher the AL,
the lower the required CNR, due to the better coding rate used (half with the next
level).
3.10 Coverage Evaluation for Control Channel via Link-
Level Simulation
In this section, we simulate the PDCCH with NR specification with the modified 0dB
echo channel, which therefore evaluates the coverage.
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3.10.1 With Perfect Channel Estimation
First, we take a look at the BLER/BER results for both the AWGN and 0dB echo
channels (α = 0.3 and this represents the SFN receiver), and assuming perfect channel
knowledge, corresponding results are shown in Fig. 3.15. From Fig. 3.15, we conclude
that a higher AL generally gives more protection level to the codewords, which is
reflected on the required CNR for both the AWGN and 0dB echo channels, but with
less spectrum efficiency. Breaking down to each AL, to achieve a BLER level of 1e-3,
for the AWGN channel, it requires CNR values of -0.9, -3.8, -7, -10 dB for ALs 1, 2,
4, 8, respectively. While for the 0dB echo channel, the corresponding CNR values are
-2.3, -6.2, -9.3, -11.9 dB, respectively. 0dB echo channel gives better error performance
compared to the AWGN channel, as it provides more diversity gain under ideal channel
estimation. Besides, ideal channel estimation cannot reflect the pilot granularity when
different channel delay is implied. So in the next subsection, we will introduce the
results with real channel estimation.
3.10.2 With Real Channel Estimation
In theory, with a specific numerology µ and therefore a fixed useful symbol duration
TU , the maximum channel delay spread is highly dependent on the DMRS pattern,
or to be specific, the pilot granularity in the frequency domain Dx. The maximum
distance between two frequency domain PDCCH DMRS symbols, mmax, is given by
the following:
mmax ≤ TU
τmax
(3.14)
where τmax represents the maximum delay spread of the channel. Take the 15kHz
subcarrier spacing as an example, also as shown in the frame structure in Fig.3.11,
Dx = 4, one can derive TU =
1
∆f
= 66.7µs. Therefore, the maximum channel delay
spread that can be tolerated will be τmax ≤ TUDx ≈ 16.67µs, greater than the one from
the channel such as TDL-A and TDL-C. Thus, similar to the NR-PDSCH, the 0dB
echo channel has been modified and extended to include different delays. Regarding
the evaluation, in terms of interpolations after channel estimation on the pilot, there
is no need to perform interpolations in the time domain due to the corresponding
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Figure 3.15: BER/BLER vs. CNR for AWGN and 0dB echo channel with perfect
channel estimation
pilot distribution in the PDCCH region. For the frequency domain, the DFT-based
interpolation is applied, which is a widely-used channel estimation method that shows
promise in [70], compared to the estimator with the other types of interpolations such
as the linear interpolation. Two set of simulations are considered coverage capability:
 Normal CP length with 7% Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) size (only for µ = 0).
 Extended CP with 25% of FFT size.
The pilot granularity remains the same in both scenarios, and the AL 2 is considered.
First, we investigate the BLER vs. CNR for AL 2 with different echo delay, i.e. α =
0.1, 1.5, 1.6, 1.7, 1.8, 2, and the frame structure for numerology µ = 0 is used. From Fig.
3.16, we can see when the α goes beyond 1.6, the required CNR dramatically increases
(from 5.6 dB to more than 8 dB in order to achieve 1e-3 BLER level), and the link
becomes unreliable when ℵ = 2. Same simulations have been executed for extended
CP with different numerologies. In Fig.3.17, we present the corresponding results that
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Figure 3.16: BLER vs. CNR with different echo delay (PDCCH, AL=2).
show the trend of required CNR (to achieve 1e-3 BLER) following the increase of
echo channel delay. The vertical dotted line denotes the theoretical limitation of the
maximum echo delay tolerance corresponding to different CP duration.
With the numerology µ = 0, both normal and extended CPs can work properly with
the time delay equivalent to the normal CP duration. Larger echo delay results in an
increased inter-symbol interference (ISI), which therefore requires higher CNR. Regard-
ing the maximum delay spread to be tolerated, both normal CP and extended CP can
support up to around 16µs, aligned with the theoretical limit as calculated previously.
Focusing on the numerology µ = 0, the usage of extended CP does not help to increase
the PTM coverage, and the required CNR to achieve the same BLER is increased with
extended CP. Two insights can be highlighted:
 CNR loss due to increased CP length
 Low pilot granularity in frequency domain that affects the channel estimation
accuracy
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For the first point, as we know, the insertion of CP disperses the transmitter energy
(the amount of consumed power depends on how large the CP length), where the SNR
lost due to the CP introduction indicates the loss of transmission energy. The loss
factor is given as follows:
CNRloss = −10 log10(1−
Tcp
TU + Tcp
), (3.15)
which is equivalent to the increase of noise variance (if fixed symbol energy), thus
yields an increased channel estimation error at the pilot position. As we can see in
the comparison in Fig. 29, with a relatively short second path delay, both normal and
extended CP scenarios can still reconstruct the channel within an acceptable offset
range. However, in Fig. 30, with a higher second path delay (but still inside the CP
duration), with normal CP, the channel can be reconstructed, which is not the case
for the extended CP. Combining with the second aspect, the setting with the extended
CP results in that the channel is almost impossible to be reconstructed. Particularly
for the second point, as discussed in [70], it requires the number of pilots to be much
greater than the channel delay spread (counted as the number of the channel delay taps
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in the time domain). The frequency domain pilot granularity in the current PDCCH
DMRS pattern cannot meet this requirement in certain scenarios, which can cause the
imperfection of the DFT-based channel estimation, thus the performance degradation
of the system.
3.11 Summary
In this chapter, the state-of-the-art PTM technologies, i.e. MBSFN and SC-PTM, have
been evaluated through inspection, analysis, and link-level simulations. The analysis
presented has revealed that since MIMO techniques is not supported by MBSFN, SC-
PTM is the best option to achieve higher spectrum efficiency, e.g., it achieves 28.36
bpc with four spatial streams. Regarding peak data rate, SC-PTM can deliver up to
391.6 Mbps (in one RF carrier) with 4 × 4 MIMO. MBSFN does not support MIMO;
therefore, the peak data rate is limited to 82.6 Mbps. Link-level results presented in
this chapter for the data channel clearly illustrate the existing gap between the current
air interface design and the Shannon limit with different wireless channels, including
practical channel models, e.g. NGHPO and NGHPI channels. On the other hand, for
the control channel, the Doppler effect limitation is analysed based on the PDCCH pilot
distribution as well as the coverage, which is covered by using the 0dB echo channel to
represent the SFN receiver. Based on the current pilot distribution inside the PDCCH
area, it can support a very wide range of user mobility (beyond the requirement for
a PTM scenario) under TDL-A channel. Regarding coverage, it shows that finding a
suitable interpolation method is very important to reconstruct the DCI due to the lack
of pilots compared to the channel delay spread.
With all the investigations in this chapter, we have gained detailed knowledge about
the state-of-the-art transmission strategy for broadcast/multicast content. More im-
portantly, we have realized that the current transmission strategy has plenty of room
for improvement. Besides, with the established evaluation platform, it is possible to
test different novel/improved transmission strategies of multicast contents, and that is
the story formed by the following chapters.
Chapter 4
Rate Splitting based Precoding
Design for Multicarrier
Multigroup Multicast Systems
and Its Error Performance
4.1 Introduction
F
OLLOWING our discussion in early sections about the transmit antenna re-
quirements for a overloaded multicast system. It has also been proved in [6, 71]
that with an insufficient number of transmit antennas, traditional linear beamforming
that treats IGI as the noise could result in a relatively small rate growth at high SNR
regimes. The number of transmit antennas is very likely to be insufficient in real-world
multicast applications. One example could be the multicast of software or firmware
updates to a massive number of Internet of Thing devices [3]. In [72], user scheduling
is employed to deal with a large pool of receivers, owning an increasing cost of radio
resources. Not relying on any scheduling techniques, a rate-splitting (RS) based linear
precoding scheme is developed in [10,71] to overcome the antenna insufficiency as men-
tioned above. Previous studies on RS mainly focus on the interference management
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problem for the multiuser downlink system, i.e., unicast scenarios. However, RS tech-
nique is also found to be a powerful tool to mitigate the IGI in the interference-limited
MGMC scenario. The concept of 1-layer RS and multi-layer (generalized) RS is pro-
posed in [73], where the major difference comes from the receiver complexity, i.e., single
layer vs. multiple layers of successive interference cancellation (SIC). Results in [73]
show that the low complexity 1-layer RS has a competitive rate performance compared
to the multi-layer RS. The advantage of having 1-layer SIC RS for each user is enlarged
when the number of users increases.
The performance of RS has also been compared with other non-orthogonal transmission
techniques in a single-carrier system [71, 74], or with equal power allocation on each
subcarrier for a multicarrier scenario, e.g., [10]. However, the flexibility of resource
allocation or multiuser/multigroup diversity offered by the multicarrier environment is
not well-exploited. In the traditional multicarrier system, e.g., orthogonal frequency
division multiple access (OFDMA) [75, 76], it is encouraged to allocate at most one
group on each subcarrier, to avoid IGI. However, the price to pay is a lower spec-
tral efficiency. Conversely, having too many groups co-located on the same subcarrier
considerably increases the IGI, even with adequately designed precoding schemes [10].
Therefore, optimization comes into play to design a resource allocation algorithm for
balancing between heavy resource sharing and isolated signal transmission.
4.1.1 Contributions in This Chapter
A quick summary of the related contributions made in this chapter. We aim to provide
an efficient and effective precoding design for an overloaded multicarrier multigroup
multicast system. We show in the first half of this chapter how to maximize the
minimum achievable rate on each subcarrier and at the same time, to maximize the
sum of the subcarrier MMF rate among all subcarriers, with the assistance of RS
precoding and different optimization techniques. More specifically:
1. First, we formulate a combined max-min fairness and sum subcarrier rate opti-
mization problem for the multicarrier multigroup multicast system with the RS
scheme. The original problem is a non-convex problem. Unlike many of the
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related works considering single carrier systems, our formulation considers the
optimization of rate splitting based precoding scheme, subcarrier allocation, and
power allocation altogether in a unified framework.
2. Second, two optimization techniques are investigated to deal with the non-convexity
of the original optimization problem, i.e., a two-layer weighted minimum mean
square error (WMMSE) method and a successive convex approximation (SCA)
method. With the former one, it is possible to jointly design the precoder and
equalizer matrices under a fixed subcarrier allocation matrix, then use an extra
layer to optimization the subcarrier allocation matrix. The latter one offers a
joint optimization of the RS precoder and the subcarrier allocation matrix, but
requires additional vector approximations to acquire the optimal precoder vectors.
Simulation results verify the effectiveness of both proposed algorithms.
In the second half of this chapter, we evaluate the coded bit error rate (BER) perfor-
mance of the proposed RS scheme. Motivated by [4, 5], we integrate the low-density
parity-check (LDPC) channel coding and the optimized RS linear precoder into the
transmitter side of the considered multigroup multicast system. At the receiver side,
for each user, we adapt a soft-in soft-out based maximum a posteriori (MAP) detector
into the SIC receiver. Simulation results help us gain more insights into the RS scheme
w.r.t the difference of how errors are distributed after RS precoder, compared with
the no-RS scheme. It is also observed that the rate performance of individual symbol
streams of RS matches with its corresponding coded BER performance.
4.1.2 Chapter Specific Notations
We use lower case letters, boldface lower case letters and boldface upper case letters
to denote scalars, vectors and matrices respectively. Blackboard bold letters are used
to denote sets, C denotes the set of complex numbers, CN×1 denotes the set of N × 1
vectors with complex entries. The superscripts (·)T and (·)H denote the transpose
and conjugate-transpose operation respectively. ‖ · ‖, tr (·) and E {·} are the second
order norm, trace and statistical expectation operators respectively. ∇xf(x) denotes
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Figure 4.1: System model
the partial derivatives of function f(x), comprised by the gradient vector of this func-
tion. Calligraphic letters are for sets and notation X  0 means that X is a positive
semidefinite matrix.
4.2 System Model
Consider a multicast downlink system where a single base station (BS) equipped with
Nt transmit antennas serves K single-antenna users. Such system is often assumed to
be overloaded, i.e., K > Nt. The users, denoted by a set K , {1, ...,K}, are grouped
into M multicast groups, denoted by a set M , {1, ...,M}. We consider an equal user
grouping, and that one user can not belong to more than one group simultaneously.
The total available frequency band is equally divided into Nsc orthogonal subcarriers
with bandwidth of BHz, denoted by a set Nsc , {1, ..., Nsc}. Each subcarrier can be
allocated tommulticast groups, where 1 < m ≤M . Further define subsetsMi ⊆M and
Ki ⊆ K as the selected m groups and the corresponding users on the i-th subcarrier,
respectively. Note that the optimization of the value m is not in the scope of this
chapter, and we will traverse in system performance evaluations with all possible values
of m for a given M . The received signal at user k ∈ Ki is expressed as:
yik = (h
i
k)
Hxi + nik, (4.1)
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where, for a given i-th subcarrier, xi,hik ∈ CNt represent the transmitted signal and
the channel between the BS and the k-th user respectively, whilst nik ∼ CN(0, (σin,k)2)
denotes the complex additive white Gaussian noise. Without loss of generality, we
assume (σin,k)
2 = σ2n,∀i, k. It is further assumed that the channel state information
(CSI) is available at the BS, say through uplink training in time division duplex or
quantized feedback in frequency division duplex systems [77].
We define a mapping function g(t) where t is the index for the allocatedm groups on i-th
subcarrier, such that group messages W ig(t)(t = 1, ...,m) are delivered to corresponding
users in group g(t). The state-of-the-art multicast/broadcast transmission scheme,
e.g., in LTE-based terrestrial broadcast [3], to delivery multiple group messages is time
division multiplexing (TDM), equivalents to a single-stream (SS) transmission approach
as in [71], where all group messages are packed into one single data stream and broadcast
to all groups. Different groups decode their specific group message in different time
slots. The main drawback of these orthogonal or SS-like approach is the inefficient
use of available resources. We propose a non-orthogonal RS-based approach in this
work, where each message is split into two parts, namely degraded and designated
parts, denoted as W ig(t) → {W ig(t)0,W ig(t)1}. All the degraded parts are encoded and
modulated into one degraded symbol stream, i.e., {W ig(1)0, ...,W ig(t)0, ...,W ig(m)0} → sic.
The designated part of the group message is independently encoded and modulated
into g(m) symbol streams, e.g., W ig(t)1 → sig(t). Hence, the transmitted signal on the
i-th subcarrier in the RS-based system can be given as:
xi = pics
i
c +
m∑
t=1
pig(t)s
i
g(t), (4.2)
where pic,p
i
g(t) ∈ CNt represent precoding vectors on the i-th subcarrier for the degraded
symbol stream and designated symbol stream of the g(t)-th group, respectively. The
power constraint follows
∑Nsc
i=1 E
{
(xi)H(xi)
} ≤ ∑Nsci=1 Pi, where Pi ≥ 0 is the power
allocated on the i-th subcarrier. We define the total available power as P , (
∑Nsc
i=1 Pi).
The received signal at user k ∈ Ki in (4.1) can be rewritten as:
yik = (h
i
k)
Hpics
i
c︸ ︷︷ ︸
degraded symbol
+ (hik)
Hpiµ(k)s
i
µ(k)︸ ︷︷ ︸
designated symbol
+
m∑
t=1,g(t) 6=µ(k)
(hik)
Hpig(t)s
i
g(t) + n
i
k︸ ︷︷ ︸
IGI+noise
, (4.3)
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where µ(k) is a user-to-group mapping function, meaning that the k-th user belongs to
the group µ(k) on the i-th subcarrier. The considered multicarrier multigroup multicast
system model, with the RS-based transmitter (Tx) side and receiver (Rx) side, is shown
in Figure 4.1. More details on the transceiver design will be given in the second half of
the chapter in Section 4.6.1.
4.3 Problem Formulation
4.3.1 User Experienced SINR and Achievable Rate
We consider the RS-based system where each user first decodes the degraded part,
removes it through successive interference cancellation, then decodes the designated
part, as elaborated in the following:
Decoding degraded part
In this phase, the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) experienced by the k-th
user (k ∈ Ki) can be expressed as:
ηc,ik =
|(hik)Hpic|2∑m
t=1 |(hik)Hpig(t)|2 + σ2n
, (4.4)
leading to the achievable rate of the degraded symbol stream for the k-th user on the
i-th subcarrier:
Rc,ik = B log2(1 + η
c,i
k ). (4.5)
Given that every user has to first successfully decode the degraded stream by treating
all designated streams as noise, the maximum transmission rate of the degraded symbol
stream, denoted as Rc,i, should meet the following requirement:
Rc,i = mink∈KiR
c,i
k . (4.6)
Decoding designated part
After successfully decoding and subtracting the degraded part from the received signal,
each user decodes their corresponding designated part. The received SINR of the
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designated stream for the k-th user is expressed as:
ηp,ik =
|(hik)Hpµ(k)i|2∑
t=1,g(t) 6=µ(k) |(hik)Hpig(t)|2 + σ2n
. (4.7)
The achievable rate of the designated symbol stream for the k-th user on the i-th
subcarrier is given by:
Rp,ik = B log2(1 + η
p,i
k ). (4.8)
Considering the quality of user experience of such a multicast system is decided by the
lowest rate among all involved users, the group rate of the designated stream for the
µ(k)-th group on the i-th subcarrier is given by:
Rp,iµ(k) = min∀k∈µ(k)R
p,i
k . (4.9)
As indicated in the system model, each group contributes a fraction of their original
message to form the degraded symbol stream, which is intended for all groups. We
define:
Ciµ(k) =
L(W iµ(k)0)∑m
t=1 L(W ig(t)0)
Rc,i (4.10)
to calculate the rate contribution from the µ(k)-th group, where L(·) denotes the length
of message, and 0 ≤ L(W
i
µ(k)0
)∑m
t=1 L(W ig(t)0)
≤ 1 is the splitting ratio. Combining (4.9) and (4.10),
the overall rate for the group µ(k) on the i-th subcarrier is given by:
Riµ(k) = C
i
µ(k) +R
p,i
µ(k). (4.11)
4.3.2 Optimization Problem Formulation
In this study, we consider the max-min fairness (MMF) optimization on each sub-
carrier since other optimization strategies like sum-rate maximization or average-rate
maximization do not aim at improving the lowest group rate. Recall that m out of
M groups are allocated on each subcarrier, we take into account different group to
subcarrier allocations, and express the MMF rate on the i-th subcarrier as:
zi =

J∑
j=1
aij(max
pi,Ci
min
µ(k)∈Mi
Riµ(k)) | a,m
 , (4.12)
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where pi = [pic,p
i
g(1), ...,p
i
g(m)] denotes the concatenated precoding vector, and C =
[Ci1, ..., C
i
m] includes the corresponding degraded stream rate of each group. We denote
an indicator vector for the i-th subcarrier by a column vector aiJ with dimension of
[J × 1], and J = (Mm) is the number of possible group combinations, then we have
J , [1, ..., J ]. Individual entry of aiJ is denoted as aij , j ∈ {1, ..., J}, where aij = 1
means that the j-th group allocation combination is applied on the i-th subcarriers.
a , [a1J, ...,a
Nsc
J ] denotes the collection of indicator vectors on all subcarrier. Given
(4.12) and P = (
∑Nsc
i=1 Pi), we can formulate an optimization problem for the RS-based
joint subcarrier allocation and transmit precoder design problem, as follows:
max
pi,a,C,z
Nsc∑
i=1
zi, (4.13a)
s.t. aij ∈ {0, 1}, ∀j, i (4.13b)
J∑
j=1
aij ≤ 1, ∀i (4.13c)
J∑
j=1
Nsc∑
i=1
aij(‖pic‖2+
m∑
t=1
‖pig(t)‖2) ≤ P (4.13d)
m∑
t=1
Cig(t) = R
c,i, Cig(t) ≥ 0. (4.13e)
Ciµ(k) +R
p,i
µ(k) ≥ zi, ∀k ∈ Ki (4.13f)
Rc,ik ≥ Rc,i, ∀k ∈ Ki (4.13g)
where z , [z1, ..., zNsc ], with zi denoting the MMF rate on the i-th subcarrier. The
conditions in (4.13b) and (4.13c) are to restrict the group allocation on each subcarrier,
in (4.13d) for the transmission power restriction, and in (4.13e) to guarantee the decod-
ability of the degraded part. The optimization problem (4.13) is non-convex thus the
existing methods like semi-definite relaxation (SDR) in [78] and [79] cannot be used.
In Section IV, this problem is first solved by exploiting the relationship between the
achievable rate and weighted minimum mean square error (WMMSE). Additionally,
a low computation complexity method is also proposed based on a successive con-
vex approximation (SCA) algorithm, where a locally optimal upper bound solution is
achieved.
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4.4 Solutions to the Optimization Problem
We first solve problem (4.13) using the WMMSE based optimization which leads to a
two layer optimization algorithm. Second, an alternative scheme is proposed that per-
forms an upper-bounded SCA approximation of the achievable rate, which has a lower
computation complexity compared to the WMMSE method and can jointly optimize
the power and subcarrier allocation.
4.4.1 Weighted MMSE based Optimization
Received signal power reformulation
Taking into account the subcarrier allocation indicator, based on (4.2) and (4.3), the
received signal for the k-th user (k ∈ Ki) is given as:
yik = (h
i
k)
Hxi + nk = (h
i
k)
H(
J∑
j=1
aij(p
i
cs
i
c + p
i
µ(k)s
i
µ(k)+
m∑
t=1,g(t)6=µ(k)
(hik)
Hpig(t)s
i
g(t) + n
i
k)),
(4.14)
Since aij = {0, 1}, when calculating the received power, we have
∑J
j=1 a
i
j(a
i
j)
H =∑J
j=1 a
i
j . Thus, we can rewrite (4.14) from the received power perspective, i.e., T
i
k =
E{yik(yik)H}, which yields:
T ik =
J∑
j=1
aij(h
i
k)
Hpic(p
i
c)
Hhik︸ ︷︷ ︸
degraded symbol power
+
J∑
j=1
aij(h
i
k)
Hpiµ(k)(p
i
µ(k))
Hhik︸ ︷︷ ︸
designated symbol power
+
J∑
j=1
m∑
t=1,g(t) 6=µ(k)
aij(h
i
k)
Hpig(t)(p
i
g(t))
Hhik + σ
2
n︸ ︷︷ ︸
IGI+noise power
= Sc,ik + S
i
k + I
i
k,
(4.15)
where Sc,ik , S
i
k, and I
i
k denote the power as shown in the corresponding under brackets,
respectively. The SINRs in Section 4.3.1 can be represented as:
ηc,ik =
Sc,ik
Sik + I
i
k
and ηp,ik =
Sik
Iik
. (4.16)
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Formulating the relationship between achievable rate and MMSE
At the receiver side, we consider the minimum mean square error (MMSE) based equal-
izer design which is intended to minimize:
c,ik , E{|ŝc,ik −
J∑
j=1
aijs
i
c|2}, k ∈ Ki,∀i ∈ Nsc (4.17)
ik , E{|ŝik −
J∑
j=1
aijs
i
µ(k)|2}, k ∈ Ki,∀i ∈ Nsc (4.18)
where c,ik and 
i
k are the mean square error (MSE) of the estimated degraded (i.e.
ŝic,k) and designated symbol (i.e. ŝ
i
k) by the k-th user, on the i-th subcarrier. The
corresponding estimated symbols are calculated by:
ŝic,k = g
c,i
k y
i
k (4.19)
ŝik = g
i
k(y
i
k − (hik)Hpicŝic,k), (4.20)
where gc,ik and g
i
r denote the equalizers that functioned on the received signal, before and
after SIC, respectively. Therefore, starting with the degraded symbol, by substituting
(4.19) into (4.17) we have:
E{|ŝc,ik −
J∑
j=1
aijs
i
c|2}
= E{(gc,ik yik −
J∑
j=1
aijs
i
c)(g
c,i
k y
i
k −
J∑
j=1
aijs
i
c)
H}
= |gc,ik |2E{yik(yik)H} −E{
J∑
j=1
aijg
c,i
k y
i
k(s
i
c)
H} −E{
J∑
j=1
aijs
i
c(y
i
k)
H(gc,ik )
H}+
J∑
j=1
(aij)
2.
(4.21)
Expending the term yik, since E{siµ(k)(sic)H} = 0, E{sig(t)(sic)H} = 0 and E{nik(sic)H} =
0, yields:
E{|ŝc,ik −
J∑
j=1
aijs
i
c|2}
= |gc,ik |2T ik −E{
J∑
j=1
aijg
c,i
k (h
i
k)
Hpics
i
c(s
i
c)
H} −E{
J∑
j=1
aijs
i
c(g
c,i
k (h
i
k)
Hpics
i
c)
H}+ 1
= |gc,ik |2T ik − 2Re{
J∑
j=1
aijg
c,i
k (h
i
k)
Hpic}+ 1.
(4.22)
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Here we define Re{·} as the real value operation, and Im{·} as the imagination value
operation. For any given value of subcarrier indicator matrix a, the value of the equal-
izer gc,ik is calculated as:
∇
gc,ik
E{|ŝc,ik −
J∑
j=1
aijs
i
c|2} = 0⇒ 2gc,ik T ik − 2Re{
J∑
j=1
aij(p
i
c)
Hhik} = 0
⇒ gc,ik =
Re{∑Jj=1 aij(pic)Hhik}
T ik
.
(4.23)
Therefore, we can drop the constraints (4.13b) and (4.13c). Substituting (4.23) back
to (4.22) yields the minimum MSE of the estimated degraded symbol, given as:
c,ik,min =
Re{|∑Jj=1 aij(pic)Hhik|2}
(T ik)
2
T ik − 2Re{
∑J
j=1 a
i
j(p
i
c)
H(hik)(h
i
k)
Hpic
T ik
}+ 1,
(4.24)
since Sc,ik =
∑J
j=1 a
i
j(h
i
k)
Hpic(p
i
c)
Hhik and Im{Sic,r} = 0, therefore,
c,ik,min =
Sc,ik
T ik
− 2S
c,i
k
T ik
+ 1 = (1 +
Sc,ik
Sik + I
i
k
)−1 = (1 + ηc,ik )
−1. (4.25)
Thus, the relationship between the MMSE and the achievable rate for the degraded
symbol stream can be established, as follows:
Rc,ik = log2(1 + η
c,i
k ) = − log2(c,ik,min) (4.26)
The same applies to the designated stream. Specifically, from (4.20), the MSE in
estimating the designated symbol can be obtained, denoted as E{|gik(yik−(hik)Hpicŝic,k)−∑J
j=1 a
i
js
i
µ(k)|2}. The corresponding equalizer is:
gik =
Re{∑Jj=1 aij(piµ(k))H(hik)}
Sir + I
i
r
, (4.27)
and the corresponding MMSE is:
ik,min =
Re{|∑Jj=1 aij(piµ(k))H(hik)|2}
Sik + I
i
k
− 2Re{
∑J
j=1 a
i
j(p
i
µ(k))
H(hik)(h
i
k)
Hpiµ(k)
Sik + I
i
k
}+ 1
=
Re{Sik}
Sik + I
i
k
− 2Re{ S
i
k
Sik + I
i
k
}+ 1 = (1 + S
i
k
Iik
)−1 = (1 + ηp,ik )
−1.
(4.28)
Thus, the achievable rate for the designated stream is given by:
Rp,ik = log2(1 + η
p,i
k ) = − log2(ik,min). (4.29)
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Reformulating the optimization problem with weighted MMSE
To solve the problem in (4.13), we consider the use of weighted-MSE (WMSE) with a
proper set of MSE weights [80]. The following proposition and its proof demonstrate
an equivalence between the optimization of the degraded / designated symbol stream
MMF rates and the optimization of the corresponding WMMSE.
Proposition 1. Focusing on the degraded stream rate, a simplified max-min rate fair-
ness problem can be established as follows:
max
pc,a
min
k∈µ(k),∀i
Rc,ik (4.30a)
s.t.
J∑
j=1
Nsc∑
i=1
aij‖pic‖2 = P optc (4.30b)
where P optc denotes the total power allocated to the degraded symbol on all subcarrier.
Define wc,ik ≥ 0 as a weight scalar for the k-th user on the i-th subcarrier, problem
(4.30) is equivalent to the following Min-max problem, whose objective is a function of
the MSE and its weight:
min
pc,a
max
k∈µ(k),∀i
f(wc,ik , 
c,i
k (g
c,i
k )) (4.31a)
s.t. (4.30b)
where f(wc,ik , 
c,i
k (g
c,i
k )) = − 1ln 2 +
wc,ik 
c,i
k
ln 2 − log2wc,ik and as we know c,ik is a function of
gc,ik . f(w
c,i
k , 
c,i
k (g
c,i
k )) can be seen that it is convex in each variable, i.e. w
c,i
k , 
c,i
k and
gc,ik , when fixing the others.
Proof. By applying the first order optimality conditions to the objective function in
(4.31a), the optimal weight scalar, denoted as wc,i,optk , can be expressed as a function
of the corresponding MMSE value i.e., c,ik,min in (4.23), given as follows:
∇
wc,ik
f(wc,ik , 
c,i
k (g
c,i
k )),
⇒ wc,i,optk = (c,ik,min)−1.
∇
gc,ik
f(wc,ik , 
c,i
k (g
c,i
k )),
(4.32)
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Substituting the results in (4.32) into (4.31a), we have the following optimization prob-
lem:
min
pc,a
max
k∈µ(k),∀i
− log2(c,ik,min)−1 (4.33a)
s.t. (4.30b)
Combining (4.33) with (4.26) completes the proof.
Same proposition can be applied to the designated symbol. Hence, the constraints in
the original optimization problem, i.e., (4.13f) and (4.13g) can be reformulated by using
the corresponding MMSEs as follows:
ζc,ik = −
1
ln 2
+
wc,ik 
c,i
k
ln 2
− log2wc,ik ⇒ ζc,i,MMSEk = −Rc,ik (4.34)
ζik = −
1
ln 2
+
wik
i
k
ln 2
− log2wik ⇒ ζi,MMSEk = −Rik (4.35)
where ζc,ik and ζ
i
k denote the WMSE for degraded and designated stream, respectively.
wik ≥ 0 is the weight scalar for the corresponding designated symbol. Hence, the WMSE
reformulation of the original optimization problem can be reformulated as:
max
pi,C,z,a,w,g
Nsc∑
i=1
zi, (4.36a)
s.t. (4.13d), (4.13e)
Ciµ(k) − ζik ≥ zi,∀k ∈ Ki (4.36b)
− ζc,ik ≥ Rc,i, ∀k ∈ Ki, (4.36c)
where w , {wc,ik , wik|i ∈ Nsc, k ∈ Ki} denotes the weights for degraded and desig-
nated symbols and g , {gc,ik , gik|i ∈ Nsc, k ∈ Ki} denotes all the equalizers. As stated,
we dropped the constraints (4.13b) and (4.13c) by giving (4.36) one of the possible
subcarrier indicator matrices, i.e., a(n), n ∈ {1, ..., N}, where N = JNsc denotes the
total number of possible subcarrier indicator matrices. Therefore, with the WMMSE
method, we have to search for the best subcarrier allocation indicator matrix by com-
paring the optimization results for the reformulated problem with each given a.
More specifically, problem (4.36) can be solved by a two-layer algorithm, where both
layers employ an alternating optimization (AO) method. At each iteration of the
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Algorithm 1
1: Initialize the iteration index, maximum number of iterations of the ‘inner’ layer,
precoder on each subcarrier {pi,(1)|i ∈ Nsc} and subcarrier indicator matrix a(n=1)
2: Phase 1: ‘inner’ layer
3: Solve (4.23) and (4.27), update {gc,ik , gik|i ∈ Nsc, k ∈ Ki} ← {gc,i,MMSEk , gi,MMSEk |i ∈
Nsc, k ∈ Ki}
4: Update {wc,ik , wrki|i ∈ Nsc, k ∈ Ki} ← {wc,i,MMSEk , wc,i,MMSEk |i ∈ Nsc, k ∈ Ki} with
the updated equalizer set g in step 4
5: Update p by solving (4.36) and get
∑Nsc
i=1 z
i,a(n)
6: until convergence or reaches the maximum number of iterations for the ‘inner’
layer.
7: Phase 2: ‘outer’ layer, n← n+ 1
8: repeat Step 2 to 6 with updated a(n)
9: until n = N , calculating max{∑Nsci=1 zi,a(1) , ...,∑Nsci=1 zi,a(n) , ...,∑Nsci=1 zi,a(N)}
‘inner’ AO procedure, with given a, w and g are firstly updated for each subcarrier
by solving the MMSE equation in (4.23) and (4.27) with a initialized precoder matrix
p. Then with the updated w and g, the precoder p can be updated by solving (4.36).
Then, for the ‘outer’ layer, we have to search inside the total N possible subcarrier
indicator matrices and find the one gives the highest sum-MMF rate. Thus, the final
sum-MMF subcarrier rate is: max{∑Nsci=1 zi,a(1) , ...,∑Nsci=1 zi,a(n) , ...,∑Nsci=1 zi,a(N)}, where∑Nsc
i=1 z
i,a(n) denotes the result by using the n-th possible subcarrier indicator matrix.
The discussed steps of the two-layer WMMSE solution are summarized in Algorithm
1.
Although the ‘inner’ layer may converge within a reasonable number of iterations [10],
the ‘outer’ layer that optimizes the subcarrier indicator matrix will dramatically in-
crease the total number of iterations when N is large. Therefore, in the following
subsection, we propose an alternative method to address this problem. It is worth
mentioning that the results of solving (4.36) are not the actual group rate. The extra
calculation is required to obtain the corresponding group rate after optimization, which
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will be discussed after the next subsection.
4.4.2 Successive Convex Approximation based Optimization Scheme
In the following, an alternative scheme for solving the MMF rate problem with RS
is proposed with lower computational complexity compared to the WMMSE method.
This scheme is based on successive convex approximation which introduces an iterative
procedure that aims to approximate the original non-convex problem by a sequence of
convex problems. Solving the RS problem via SCA can form a joint optimization of
both power and subcarrier allocations.
Degraded and designated rate reformulation: Recall (4.5), the achievable rate of the
degraded symbol stream for the r-th user, (4.13f) can be expended as:
Rc,ik =
J∑
j=1
B log2(1 +
aij |(hik)Hpic|2∑m
t=1 a
i
j(|(hik)Hpig(t)|2) + σ2n
) > Rc,i, (4.37)
where in (4.37), the degraded streams from other group(s) (e.g., g(t) 6= µ(k)) also con-
tribute toRc,ik . We define H
i
k = h
i
k(h
i
k)
H , P˜ij,c = a
i
jp
i
c(p
i
c)
H and P˜ij,g(t) = a
i
jp
i
g(t)(p
i
g(t))
H.
Using the semi-definite programming, (4.37) can be further expressed as:
J∑
j=1
B log2(
Tr(HikP˜
i
j,c) +
∑m
t=1 Tr(H
i
kP˜
i
j,g(t)) + σ
2
n∑m
t=1 Tr(H
i
kP˜
i
j,g(t)) +σ
2
n
) ≥ Rc,i (4.38)
with additional rank constraints rank(P˜ij,c) = 1 and rank(P˜
i
j,g(t)) = 1. We remove
these rank constraints from the optimization problem due to their non-convexity, but
will discuss the conditions for SDP relaxation later in Section 4.6. Equation (4.38) falls
in the form of log2(X) ≥ Y , thus can be reformed as follows:
Rc,i = max
Pi,C,P˜ij,c
min
r∈Ki
J∑
j=1
Blog2(Tr(H
i
kP˜
i
j,c)+Tr(H˜
i
kP
i) + σ2n)
−
J∑
j=1
B log2(Tr(H˜
i
kP
i) + σ2n)
, max
Pi,C,P˜ij,c
min
r∈Ki
F (P˜ij,c,P
i)−G(Pi),
(4.39)
where Pi , [P˜ij,g(1), ..., P˜ij,g(m)]T ∈ C(mNt)×Nt , H˜ik ∈ CNt×(mNt) is the Kronecker prod-
uct of an all-one matrix and channel matrix Hik, i.e., H˜
i
k = 11,m⊗Hik, and 11,m denotes
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the 1×m dimensional all-one matrix. It can be observed from (4.39) that F (P˜ij,c,Pi)
and G(Pi) are both summation of log2 functions, thus (4.39) satisfies that
−Rc,i = min
Pi,C,P˜ij,c
max
r∈Ki
−F (P˜ij,c,Pi)− (−G(Pi)). (4.40)
Since −F (P˜ij,c,Pi) and −G(Pi) are convex functions, the problem (4.40) can be solved
by the difference of convex function programming. In this work, we apply the SCA
to find a locally optimal solution for (4.40). Since −G(Pi) is a differentiable convex
function w.r.t Pi, one feasible solution, denoted by Pi,(p), can be initialized to form the
following inequality:
−G(Pi) ≥ −G(Pi,(p))−Tr(∇PiG(Pi,(p))T (Pi −Pi,(p))), (4.41)
where ∇ denotes the partial derivative and p denotes the iteration index. Therefore,
we can obtain an upper bound for −Rc,i, as given by:
−Rc,ir ≤ −F (Pi, P˜ij,c)− (−G(Pi,(p))
−Tr(∇PG(Pi,(p))T (Pi −Pi,(p)))),
(4.42)
where
∇PG(Pi,(p))T (Pi −Pi,(p))=
J∑
j=1
B
H˜ik(P
i −Pi,(p))
(Tr(H˜irP
i) + σ2n) ln 2
. (4.43)
Same applies to the designated rate, which yields:
− Ciµ(k) + [−G(Pi)−M(P˜i)] ≤ −Ciµ(k)+
[−G(Pi)−M(P˜i,(p))−Tr(∇PiM(P˜i,(p))T (P˜i−P˜i,(p)))],
(4.44)
where P˜i , Pi\P˜ij,µ(k) ∈ C(Nt×(m−1))×Nt ,
M(P˜i) = −
J∑
j=1
B log2(Tr(H
i
kP˜
i) + σ2n), (4.45)
∇
P˜i
M(P˜i,(p))T (P˜i − P˜i,(p)) =
J∑
j=1
B
H
i
k(P˜
i − P˜i,(p))
(Tr(H
i
kP˜
i) + σ2n) ln 2
, (4.46)
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where H
i
k = 11,(m−1) ⊗Hik. Therefore, the upper bound of (4.13) can be given as:
min
P˜ij,c,P
i,C,z
Nsc∑
i=1
−zi, (4.47a)
s.t. (4.13b) ∼ (4.13e),
− Ciµ(k) + [−G(Pi)−M(P˜i,(p))Tr(∇PiM(P˜i,(p))T (P˜i − P˜i,(p)))] ≤ −zi (4.47b)
− F (Pi, P˜ij,c)− (−G(Pi,(p))Tr(∇PG(Pi,(p))T (Pi −Pi,(p)))) ≤ −Rc,i. (4.47c)
It can be seen that the non-convex binary constraint (4.13b) still exists. To deal with
this non-convexity, we first relax the binary variable aij = {0, 1} to be a continuous value
in the interval of [0, 1], with an additional constraint:
∑J
j=1 a
i
j − (aij)2 ≤ 0, ∀i ∈ Nsc.
Due to the fact that aij > (a
i
j)
2 always holds when aij ∈ (0, 1), the feasible solutions
are aij = {0, 1}. We then reformulate the objective function (4.47a) by applying an
additional penalty factor γ [81], as min
P˜ij,c,P
i,C,z
∑Nsc
i=1 −zi+γ(
∑J
j=1 a
i
j− (aij)2). Given
that −zi is a non-positive value, to achieve the minimum value of the reformulated
objective function, aij is set to be as close as possible to (a
i
j)
2. Otherwise, their difference
would penalize the objective function. Note that aij − (aij)2 can also be reformed based
on the difference of convex functions programming. We reformulate the optimization
problem (4.47) with the aid of SCA, as follows:
min
P˜ij,c,P
i,C,z
Nsc∑
i=1
−zi + γ(
J∑
j=1
Ai(a)), (4.48a)
s.t. (4.13d), (4.13e), (4.47b), (4.47c)
P˜ij,c ≥ 0, P˜ij,g(t) ≥ 0, ∀i, j, t (4.48b)
Tr(P˜ij,g(t)) ≤ aijP,∀i, j, t (4.48c)
Tr(P˜ij,c) ≤ Tr(‖pic‖2) ∀i, j (4.48d)
Tr(P˜ij,g(t)) ≤ Tr(‖pig(t)‖2), ∀i, j, t (4.48e)
Tr(P˜ij,c) ≥ Tr(‖pic‖2)− (1− aij)P, ∀i, j (4.48f)
Tr(P˜ij,g(t)) ≥ Tr(‖pig(t)‖2)− (1− aij)P, ∀i, j, (4.48g)
where Ai(a)) , aij−[((aij)(n))2+2(aij)(n)(aij−(aij)(n))]. At this point, (4.48a) along with
all the constraints, are presented in convex a form and can be efficiently solved by an
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iterative algorithm which converges with a polynomial time computational complexity
[82].
4.4.3 Multicarrier Multigroup Multicast Group MMF Rate
Solving either (4.36) or (4.48), the optimal MMF rate on each subcarrier and the
optimal subcarrier allocation indicator can be obtained. The former can be collectively
denoted as zopt , [z1opt, ..., zNscopt ]T. The latter can be mapped to a matrix G ∈ RM×Nsc
which indicates the group selection on all subcarriers. When the group is selected on the
considered subcarrier, the corresponding entry of G equals to 1, otherwise equals to 0.
Our optimum MMF design achieves a balanced group rate, so that all co-located groups
should have the same rate. Now the group MMF rate of the considered multicarrier
multigroup multicast system can be calculated as
rMMFg = Gzopt, (4.49)
where rg ∈ RM×1, then the group MMF rate for the multicarrier multigroup multicast
system can be achieved as RMMFg = min{rMMFg }.
4.5 MMF Rate Simulation Results
The rate performance of two proposed RS-based joint precoding and subcarrier allo-
cation schemes is evaluated in this section, through simulations and comparing with
several selected baseline models. Four baseline models are: 1. The representative 3GPP
LTE eMBMS orthogonal transmission scheme [3], equivalent to the SS transmission,
without subcarrier allocation (SA), as mentioned in Section 4.2 and [71]; 2. No-RS
precoding scheme without SA [49], solved via SCA method; 3. the No-RS scheme but
with SA, where m out of M groups are served on each subcarrier, simultaneously; 4.
RS-based multicarrier multigroup multicast scheme without SA [10]. The same set of
channel realizations are used in all the models to guarantee a fair comparison. By set-
ting the distribution of noise as nik ∼ CN(0, 1), the SNR is equivalent to the maximum
transmit power. The channel between the BS and users on each subcarrier are mod-
elled as independent and identically distributed Rayleigh fading channel. Simulation
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Figure 4.2: Convergence analysis of proposed algorithms with SA and the baseline
model 4 without SA, SNR = 5, 15, 30dB
results are averaged over 1000 channel realizations. All the optimization problems that
in convex form are solved using MATLAB based CVX toolbox [83].
4.5.1 Convergence of Proposed Algorithms
In Fig.4.2, we investigate the convergence of the two proposed RS schemes with sub-
carrier allocation as well as the baseline model 4 under selected transmit signal-to-noise
(SNR) values, the WMMSE results only demonstrate the convergence for the ‘inner’
layer. The system configurations are {K,Nt,M,Nsc,m} = {9, 4, 3, 3, 2}. It can be
observed that, the WMMSE and SCA algorithms both converge to the almost same
achievable rate (SCA method slight higher than WMMSE method for about 0.1 bps/Hz,
when converge). It is noticed that the SCA method converges faster than the WMMSE
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method, especially for high SNR cases. More specifically, with a relatively low transmit
power e.g. 5dB, both methods converge within 5 iterations. While for 15 and 30dB
SNR, WMMSE method requires averagely 8 and more than 25 iterations to achieve con-
vergence, respectively. On the other hand, SCA only requires 14 iterations to converge
at 30dB SNR. Additionally, for the WMMSE approach, it has two layers of iterations,
thus requires extra iterations to get the optimal results. On the other hand, since only
one layer of iteration is needed for the SCA algorithm, the increase of the required
iterations as increasing SNR is relatively small.
In Fig.4.2, we also compare the convergence of the proposed SCA based RS algorithms
with and without SA. As shown, the SA process does not significantly increase the
required iterations to achieve convergence. More specifically, at 5dB SNR, with and
without SA, both scheme converge within averagely 4 iterations. While with 15 and
30dB SNR, the proposed algorithm needs 1 and 3 more iterations to achieve conver-
gence, respectively (7 and 11 iterations is required for system without SA compare to
8 and 14 iterations with SA).
4.5.2 Optimized Minimum Multicast Rate of versus Maximum Trans-
mit Power
Rate-Splitting vs. Baseline models
Fig.4.3(a) compares the average achievable MMF group rate, for which the system con-
figuration is the same as Section 4.5.1. One can see that, the group MMF rate increases
monotonically with SNR, except the baseline mode 2, in which the rate saturation ap-
pears (1.8bps/Hz @30dB SNR) due to lack of the degree of freedom [10]. At the low
SNR region, SS without SA, the baseline mode 1, is outperformed by the No-RS scheme
(the baseline model 2) with a 2dB difference to achieve 1bps/Hz, as the SS transmis-
sion does not benefit from the multiplexing gain. However, when the IGI increases,
the SS transmission can outperform the baseline model 2. On the other hand, the gain
of using RS over non RS schemes (baseline 1 and 2) is very pronounced, more than
5dB difference to achieve 3bps/Hz group MMF rate. Besides, the proposed RS with
SA strikes a good balance between interference management (think of IGI increasing
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Figure 4.3: Group MMF rate vs. SNR for the proposed RS with SA and all four
baseline models, (a) {K, Nt, M }= {9, 4, 3} and (b) {K, Nt, M }= {12&15, 4, 3}
when multiplexing more groups on the same subcarrier) and spectrum efficiency (think
of a reduced spectrum efficiency with an orthogonal group-subcarrier mapping), such
that it results in a better group MMF rate compare to the baseline mode 4. The gain
is increased at the higher SNR (the proposed RS with SA requires 2dB less SNR to
achieve 3.72bps/Hz, which is the maximum MMF rate that the baseline mode 4 can
reach @30dB SNR). With the baseline mode 3, it can be seen that the SA process helps
No-RS working in a non-saturated situation, since fewer groups are being multiplexed
on each subcarrier. One can also see that the proposed RS with SA slightly outper-
forms the baseline mode 3 in the whole SNR region tested, with a constant 1dB less
SNR requirement to achieve the same rate.
For the two proposed RS schemes, the SCA method can achieve the same group MMF
rate on top of the same subcarrier rate, as already discussed in the convergence section
4.5.1 and shown in Figure 4.2. This means that with such a system configuration, both
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schemes are very likely to find the same optimal subcarrier allocation matrix.
An increased number of users
In Fig. 4.3(b), we investigate the average group MMF rate with different system
configurations, as we increase the total number of users K, e.g., K = {12, 15}.
First, as expected, when the total number of users increases, there is a reduction on
the achievable group MMF rate of the two proposed methods as well as the baseline
models. Secondly, one can observe that with RS (including with and without SA), the
group MMF rate degradation is around 7.5% when the number of users is increased
from 12 to 15, while without RS, the corresponding loss increases to about 13%. This
reflects that with the help of the RS scheme, a fixed amount of the transmission power
can be better allocated. It is also evident that, when comparing both configurations,
RS with SA can outperform the one without SA by approximately 1.5dB SNR as the
gap to achieve the same MMF rate.
We also find that in the SNR region from 5 to 20dB, the achievable group MMF rate
for the case of RS with SA, K=15, is almost the same as the K=12, RS without SA
case (difference about 0.02bps/Hz at 15dB SNR, observed from the zoom-in picture-in-
figure). This observation proves that with subcarrier allocation, the frequency diversity
is exploited on each subcarrier by discarding the ‘bottleneck’ group (i.e., the worst) on
that subcarrier, and the absence of that ‘bottleneck’ group is complemented from other
subcarriers.
4.5.3 Fairness Comparison
As the optimization criterion used in the proposed RS scheme is the max-min opti-
mality, the user fairness on each subcarrier can be guaranteed. We investigate the
individual group attendance on each subcarrier as well as the overall attendance per-
centage for the SCA based method. Two system configurations are investigated, i.e.,
{Nt, M , K, G, Nsc, m} equals {4, 3, 9, 3, 3, 2} and {4, 3, 12, 3, 3, 2}. Review the pre-
vious result, the hypothesis is that both proposed RS schemes would obtain the same
subcarrier allocation matrix after optimization.
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Figure 4.4: Group attendance w.r.t subcarrier for different system configurations
From the bar chart shown in Figure 4.4, it is observed that with a smaller group size
(i.e., K = 9), on each subcarrier, each group has an equal attendance percentage among
all the channel realizations after optimization, which also leads to a very flat overall
attendance situation. When the group size increases, it appears that some group(s)
are more ’active’ than other groups on a certain subcarrier, due to the increased power
allocation flexibility as well as the channel condition on that subcarrier. For example,
the attendance percentage for Group 2 on subcarrier 2 (sc 2) for the K = 12 case is
much higher than the other two groups. However, as a result of the max-min fairness
optimization, the overall attendance percentage is almost equal for the K = 12 case as
well.
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Figure 4.5: Iterative receiver diagram for the k-th user.
4.6 Implementation design of Rate-Splitting
In previous section, we have investigated the RS based joint precoding and subcarrier
allocation design under the Gaussian signalling. In order to validate the benefit of
RS and implement it in practice, here, we design a transceiver structure and carry
out an investigation of the coded bit error rate (BER) in a single carrier environment.
The investigation can be easily extended to multicarrier scenarios. Specifically, at the
Tx side, channel coding and the optimal RS precoder are employed for each channel
realization. At the Rx side, each user uses the same soft-input soft-output (SISO)
detection and decoding method that is adopted to the SIC receiver structure.
4.6.1 Transceiver Design
Figure 4.1 has illustrated the transmit diagram of the RS system. We specify in this
section that the information bits are encoded by the LDPC encoder, before going into
the precoder, where the totalM+1 coded symbol streams are multiplied by the obtained
RS precoding matrix from the rate optimization. Finally, all data signals are mapped
onto the Nt antennas.
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At the Rx side, we consider the SISO detector, where, among various soft detection
methods, the maximum a posteriori detection is selected as it achieves the optimal
performance [84]. In Figure 4.5, we demonstrate the iterative receiver structure with
the SIC process from the k-th user point of view. In this work, we assume that there
is no joint decoding, i.e., cooperative MAP, between users. Therefore, each user’s
knowledge about the constellation is summarised as follows:
 RS scheme: Each user knows the constellation diagram for the degraded symbol
as well as their own designated symbol. Only the constellation size of other users’
designated symbol is known.
 No-RS scheme: Each user knows the constellation diagram for their own symbol
stream and only the constellation size of other users’ symbol stream is known.
For the MAP decoding process, when the k-th user receives signal yk, it first decodes the
degraded part. The SISO detector calculates the extrinsic information of the degraded
part, i.e., LcE , based on a priori information L
c
A. The output log-likelihood ratio
(LLR), i.e., (LcE)
′, is then interleaved and fed into the LDPC decoder. The LDPC
decoder generates the intrinsic information, i.e., (LcD)
′, which, after subtracting the
previous intrinsic information, becomes a new a priori information LcA for the next
iteration. On the final iteration, the LDPC decoder outputs only the soft information
of the useful bits before making the final decision of the degraded message bits. Then
the estimated degraded message bits are once again coded, modulated, and multiplied
by the precoder for the degraded part, before being subtracted by the received signal
yk, i.e., the SIC process. After this, the same iteration process is applied for estimating
the designated message bits, as shown in the lower part of Figure 4.5.
Denoting the number of bits per symbol as Js, inside each received symbol, the extrinsic
LLR for the js-th bits (1 ≤ js ≤ Js) of the k-th user in the µ(k)-th group with received
signal yk can be calculated as:
LE(bk,js) = log2(
∑2(Js−1)
js=1,bk∈Bjs,+1 p[yk|sµ(k) = map(bk)]e
1
2
bT
k,[js]
LA(bk,[js])∑2(Js−1)
js=1,bk∈Bjs,−1 p[yk|sµ(k) = map(bk)]e
1
2
bT
k,[js]
LA(bk,[js])
) (4.50)
where bk is a Js × 1 vector that contains the bits for the k-th user, and sµ(k) =
map(bk) denotes the bit-to-symbol mapping function. bk,[js] denotes the sub-vector of
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p[yk|sc = map(bc)] = 1
2Js∗M ∗ pi ∗ σ2
2Js∗M∑
is=1
e−
||yk−hHk (Ppsis+Pcsc)||
2
σ2 (4.51)
p[yk|sµ(k) = map(bk)]
=
1
2Js∗(M−1) ∗ pi ∗ σ2
2J∗(M−1)∑
is=1
e−
||(yk−hHk Pcŝc)−h
H
k (
∑M
t=1,g(t)6=µ(k) Pg(t)sg(t),is+Pµ(k)sµ(k))||
2
σ2
(4.52)
bk without its js-th bit, and LA(bk,[js]) is the (Js − 1) × 1 vector with the a priori
information of bk,[js]. Bjs,+1 and Bjs,−1 represent the set of a total 2Js−1 bit vectors
where its js-th element is +1 or -1, respectively. The probability density function for
the degraded and designated symbols are given in Equ. (4.51) and (4.52). Therein,
Pp denotes the concatenated matrix for all the designated precoders, sis denotes the
symbol vector which is mapped by a possible combination of designated message bits
and sg(t),is represents the symbol which is mapped by a possible combination of bits
for the g(t)-th group (g(t) 6= µ(k)).
4.6.2 Simulation Results
In this subsection, the coded BER performance of the single carrier RS-based multi-
group multicast system is presented. The simulated system is overloaded and has two
transmit antennas, and serves two multicast groups simultaneously. Each group has two
single-antenna users. The LDPC parity check matrix is generated based on the MAT-
LAB built-in functions for New Radio (NR), the code rate and code length are 0.3235
and 1360, respectively, with an LDPC lifting index of 20. The number of iterations
between MAP detector and LDPC decoder is set to 2. To achieve a fair comparison, we
consider a traditional No-RS precoding with 8-PSK (phase shift keying) modulation for
each stream, and the WMMSE and SCA based RS precoding with QPSK (quadrature
phase shift keying) modulation, since RS introduces an extra stream; note that there
will always be 6 bits per transmission for the considered case. The lifting index of the
LDPC encoder is changed to 24 for the No-RS scheme as it is 8-PSK modulated, but
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Figure 4.6: Coded BER for degraded and designated message of a 2-group multicast
system.
the code rate remains unchanged. The same iterative receiver structure is used for the
No-RS scheme, except for the SIC part. It should be pointed out that, as we remove the
rank one constraint due to the SDP relaxation in the SCA-based method, the matrices
P˜ij,c and P˜
i
j,g(t) being optimized in (4.48) are likely not to be rank one in general. If the
optimized matrices have rank one after optimization, their principal component is the
optimal precoding vector; otherwise, a randomization process that is introduced in [49]
can be used to restore the precoders.
We set the target BER as 10−3 for this overloaded multicast system. Curve fitting
function is used to smooth output figures, which may cause small misalignment between
the marks (simulated results) and curves. Results in Figure 4.6 shows that the No-
RS scheme fails to mitigate the intergroup interference in the overload system. For
the RS schemes, both WMMSE and SCA based methods have the almost identical
error performance, and we show two components separately, be they degraded and
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Figure 4.7: (a) Coded BER for degraded part and group specific designated part of 2
group multicast with RS, (b) Achievable rate for the degraded part and group specific
designated part.
designated streams. The coded BER performance of the No-RS scheme is worse than
both components of RS schemes across the entire tested SNR region. Focusing on the
RS schemes, the required SNR of the WMMSE-based and the SCA-based RS precoders
to stably receive and decode the degraded part is approximately 16.2 dB. As all the
users need to decode the degraded part successfully, the BER of the degraded part is
averaged over all groups. However, due to the unbalance decodability of each group,
the average error performance of the designated part is relatively weak, which will be
further investigated next.
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Error performance of individual group
In this subsection, we investigate the error performance of each group separately. As
different channel results in different splitting ratio, we stick with one single channel
realization. It is observed from Figure 4.7(b) that one of the two groups (e.g., Group 1)
can achieve a higher designated rate compared to the other group (e.g., Group 2) and it
is even higher than the achievable degraded stream rate. Based on this observation, we
carry out a group-specific coded BER performance evaluation for the designated part, as
shown in Figure 4.7(a) (here keeping the WMMSE results only) together with the coded
BER for the degraded part. We can see that for Group 1, it requires approximately
15.8dB SNR to reach 10−3 BER level which is 0.4dB better than the degraded part.
This gap on the error performance matches the rate results shown in Figure 4.7(b).
On the other hand, Group 2 has a high error floor of the designated part and achieves
a low rate, correspondingly. The high error floor comes from the Gaussian based rate
optimization, where very limited/no power is allocated to the Group 2’s designated
part. From these results, one can find that, different from the No-RS scheme where
none of the streams can be decoded properly, 2 out of 3 streams in the RS system
can be reliably decoded. This exposes the potential of the RS scheme in managing
the delivery of different streams, using different coding rates for example, which may
further improve its error performance.
4.7 Summary
In this chapter, we have investigated the resource allocation problem in a multicarrier
multigroup multicast system, with the assist of rate splitting precoding. The formulated
non-convex optimization problem was first solved by a WMMSE approach. However,
the WMMSE method requires an extra layer of optimization to find the optimal sub-
carrier allocation matrix. Therefore, an alternative successive convex approximation
based algorithm was proposed to address this issue. Simulation results have validated
the superiority of both proposed RS-based joint precoding and subcarrier allocation
schemes in terms of achievable rate, over that without any resource management policy
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as well as the state-of-the-art non RS schemes. Also, the SCA based method provides
an identical performance when compared to the WMMSE method with a less number
of iterations.
In the second half of this chapter, the optimized variables from the rate optimization
were used to investigate the error performance of the RS system through an established
transceiver structure. The coded BER performance reveals the potential of implement-
ing RS into a practical system. Specifically, from the BER results, non RS based
traditional linear precoding cannot properly decode any of the streams and results in
a high probability of decoding errors. However, with RS, the degraded stream, as well
as a certain amount of the designated streams, can be decoded reliably. The decoding
ability/error performance of the RS scheme matches its corresponding rate results.
Further discussion about the impact on increasing the number of users per group for the
considered multicarrier multigroup multicast system has been included in Appendix D.
It provides the performance comparison between the round-robin/random algorithm
and the proposed algorithm when the number of users per group is increased from a
small number to a sufficiently large number.
Nevertheless, all the optimizations that is produced in this chapter are based on the
assumption of having Gaussian input, which gives full freedom to the coding/decoding
schemes and the modulations that is used by each stream. In the next chapter, we will
replace this ’theoretical’ based assumption with finite-alphabet constellation inputs.
Chapter 5
Rate Splitting Precoding for
MISO Broadcast Channel with
Finite-Alphabet Constellations
and Its Error Performance
5.1 Introduction
The downlink multiuser multiple-input single-output (MU-MISO) and multiple-input
multiple-output (MU-MIMO) systems have been extensively studied in the recent
decade since they offer great spectral utilization due to the multiplexing gain at the
transmit side, along with high reliability [85–88]. However, to activate the full po-
tential of the MU-MISO/MU-MIMO system, in a practical system, pre-processing is
performed at the base station (BS) to mitigate channel interference, which are also
called precoding techniques. Implementing one well-known capacity-achieving precod-
ing technique, namely dirty-study coding (DPC) [45–47] in a practical system is, unfor-
tunately, prohibitively ’expensive’ and complicated due to its non-linearity. Therefore,
low complexity approaches like linear precoding techniques have growth great attesta-
tion in the research community and have shown to achieve competitive performance
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when compared to DPC. Typical low complexity linear precoding schemes, e.g., Zero-
Forcing Beamforming (ZF-BF), is reported to achieve full Degree of Freedom under
both perfect and imperfect transmitter side Channel State Information (CSIT) [89,90].
However, it requires the system to have at least the same number of transmit antennas
when compared to the receive antennas. Our previous work [10] proves that with an
insufficient number of transmit antennas, traditional linear beamforming that treats
inter-user interference (IUI) as noise will result in a saturated rate performance. To
extend the capability of traditional linear beamforming, a Rate-splitting (RS) based
precoding scheme is proposed in [71,74,91], which shows that RS is a powerful tool to
deal with such an interference-limited scenario. The concept of 1-layer RS and multi-
layer/general RS, based on the different complexities on the receiver side, are proposed
in [73], mainly through the Successive Interference Cancellation (SIC) process. Results
show that the low receiver complexity 1-layer RS has competitive rate performance
when compared to the multi-layer variant, and it will be much easier to implement
them when the number of users increases. The benefit of RS has also been highlighted
in multiuser multi-antenna systems under both perfect and imperfect CSIT [80, 92];
it also evidents that RS can act as a bridge for its two extreme cases [93], known as
Spatial Division Multiple Access (SDMA) and power-domain Non-Orthogonal Multiple
Access (NOMA).
Nevertheless, the aforementioned works attempt either to optimize the overall system
performance, e.g., weighted sum-rate (WSR), max-min fairness (MMF) rate subject
to a total power constraint, or to minimize the transmit power subject to a minimum
received SNR value among all users (also known as QoS optimization) of multi-antenna
systems by relying on the convenience of the Gaussian input assumption. Such an as-
sumption is contradictory to the practical communication systems where input signals
are usually generated from finite constellation sets such as phase-shift keying (PSK)
and quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) as well as has a specific coding/decoding
scheme combined with a set of code rates. Unlike the general tendency to assume
Gaussian signal inputs, this study made one step close to the practical system, inspired
by [4, 5, 94, 95], which investigate the traditional linear precoding of MU-MIMO sys-
tems for broadcast channel and interference channel, respectively, with finite-alphabet
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constellation inputs. The achievable rate gap between the finite alphabet design and
Gaussian input design is evidenced in both channels. To the best of our knowledge,
there are very limited results that are considered RS precoding schemes with finite
constellation inputs, for e.g., [96] and its conference version. Therein, Maximum-ratio
Transmission (MRT), ZF-BF, and Constructive Interference (CI) precoding are consid-
ered when transmitting different RS components in the underloaded system configura-
tion. Our study is the first to investigate on the optimization problem of Rate-Splitting
precoding for a K-user MISO broadcast channel systems with an arbitrary number of
transmit and receiver antennas under finite-alphabet constellation inputs and also pro-
vides a transceiver design facilitating the coded BER results that match the finite
constellation rate results.
5.1.1 Contributions
For the considered K-user MISO broadcast channel system, the first half of this study
aims to maximize the achievable weighted sum-rate with a Rate-Splitting based pre-
coding under the finite-alpha constellation constraint, specifically described as follows:
1. First, we formulate the explicit expression for the Rate-Splitting based achievable
WSR as well as the individual achievable rate for each user under the finite alpha-
bet constraint. An optimization problem is established aiming to maximize the
weighted sum-rate (WSR) under finite constellations subject to the total available
transmission power. Unlike previous works in the field of finite constellation
RS-based precoding, our formulation considers the optimization of rate splitting
precoder with the support of the arbitrary value of the modulation/constellation
as well as a generic transmitter to receiver ratio.
2. Second, due to the non-convexity of the formulated RS-based WSR problem with
a finite constellation. We proposed a gradient descent based algorithm to itera-
tively optimize the RS precoder of each user based on the concept of Alternative
Optimization (AO).
3. Third, Monte-Carlo simulations are provided to validate the gain after using RS in
terms of achievable sum-rate when compared to the traditional no-RS system as
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well as the corresponding optimization with Gaussian input. The convergence of
the proposed optimization scheme is also investigated. The impact of the different
modulation/constellations schemes and different transmit/receiver ratios on the
achievable WSR are also investigated and discussed.
The second half of this study opens a new era of RS by investigating the coded error
performance, including its bit error rate (BER) and symbol error rate (SER), which is
another crucial criterion to justify a precoding scheme in practical system. Influenced
by [4,5], we design the transceiver of an MU-MISO system with LDPC channel coding
and the optimized RS-based linear precoder at the transmitter side. The modulation
scheme is selected to match the achievable rate results obtained previously under finite
constellations. On the receiver side, the Soft-in Soft-out based MAP detector is adapted
to combine with the SIC receiver.
Simulation results help us understand the phenomenons on the error performance,
which is obtained from using the precoders by solving the sum-rate optimization prob-
lem. As a result, this study not only validates the superiority of the RS scheme but also
makes the RS design one step closer to the practical when compared to the Gaussian
input-based RS precoder design.
5.1.2 Chapter Specific Notations
We use lower case letters, boldface lower case letters and boldface upper case letters to
denote scalars, vectors and matrices, respectively. Blackboard bold letters are used to
denote sets, C denotes the set of complex numbers and CN×1 denotes the set of N × 1
vectors with complex entries. The superscripts (·)T and (·)H denote the transpose and
conjugate-transpose operation respectively. ‖ · ‖, tr (·) and E {·} are the second order
norm, trace and statistical expectation operators, respectively. ∇xf(x) denotes the
partial derivatives of function f(x), comprising the gradient vector of this function.
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Figure 5.1: System model
5.2 System Model
We consider a K-user downlink MISO system where a single base station (BS) equipped
with Nt transmit antennas serves K single-antenna users, denoted by a set K ,
{1, ...,K}. The numerical relationship between Nt and K is adjustable. Then, at
the t-th transmission instant of a given channel, the received signal yk(t) at user k ∈ K
is given as:
yk(t) = h
H
k x(t) + nk(t), (5.1)
where hk(t) ∈ CNt is the channel vector between the transmitter and the k-th user,
and x ∈ CNt is the transmitted signal vector, while nk(t) ∼ CN(0, σ2n,k) denotes the
complex additive white Gaussian noise. Without loss of generality, we assume that
σ2n,k = σ
2
n, ∀k. The power constraint follows E
{
xH(t)x(t)
} ≤ P , where P > 0 is the
total available power.
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5.2.1 Rate-Splitting Strategy, Transmitted and Received Signals
Assuming that at each given channel, BS intends to transmit K independent mes-
sages, denoted by {W1,..., WK} for users {1,..., K}, correspondingly. In the RS ap-
proach, each message is divided into two parts, namely the degraded and designated
parts: Wk → {Wk0,Wk1}. Hence, the super message consists of {W10, ...,Wk0, ...,WK0}
and is encoded and then modulated into a separate symbol stream, denoted as sc,
while at t-th transmission instant, symbol sc(t) is transmitted. The designated part of
the original message is independently encoded and modulated, e.g., Wk1 → sk, sym-
bol sk(t) is transmitted at the t-th transmission instant. Symbol vector i.e., s(t) =
[sc(t), s1(t), ..., sK(t)]
T ∈ CK+1 are mapped onto the transmit antennas through a pre-
coding matrix. The required precoding is given as p , [pcp1...pK ] ∈ CNt×(K+1), where
pc ∈ CNt and pk ∈ CNt represent the precoding matrix for the degraded part and the
k-th user’s designated part, respectively. Therefore, the transmitted signal x at t-th
transmission instant is:
x(t) = ps(t) = pcsc(t) +
K∑
k=1
pksk(t), (5.2)
where E
{
sH(t)s(t)
}
= I. It is observed that if no power is allocated to the degraded
precoder, the RS scheme downgrades to a traditional SDMA-based precoder. Substi-
tuting (5.2) into (5.1), the k-th user’s received signal with RS-based precoder at t-th
transmission instant is given as:
yk = h
H
k pcsc(t) + h
H
k
K∑
k=1
pksk(t) (5.3)
= hHk pcsc(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
degraded part
+ hHk pksk(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
designated part
+
K∑
j=1,j 6=k
hHk pjsj(t) + nk(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
IUI+noise
, (5.4)
For later usage, we define pp = [p1, ...,pK ] ∈ CNt×K and sp = [s1(t), ..., sK(t)]T ∈ CK
as the concatenated designated precoders and transmitted symbol matrix, respectively.
In this work, CSI is available at the BS to unveil the system performance without
the system performance influence brought by the channel estimation error. Existing
CSIT acquisition methods, e.g., uplink training in Time Division Duplex (TDD) or
quantized feedback in Frequency Division Duplex (FDD) systems [77] can be applied.
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In the sequel, for the purposes of simplicity, we dropped the transmission instant index
t.
5.2.2 Weighted Sum-Rate Optimization Problem Formulation
Since we are not considering the achievable rate based on Gaussian input, the degraded
and designated signal rate cannot be easily linked with their corresponding SINRs. The
expression of the finite-alphabet based degraded and user-specific designated stream
rate will be driven in the next section, and here we use Rc and Rpk to indicate them,
respectively. Hence, the WSR can be expressed as follows:
Rsum = µcR
c + µp
K∑
k=1
Rpk (5.5)
where Rc = min{Rc1, ..., RcK}, as the degraded signal has to be received and decoded
by all users; hence, its rate is determined by the lowest user’s rate, and Rck is the rate
of the degraded signal at the k-th user. µc and µp denotes the non-negative weights.
Hence, the Weighted Sum-Rate optimization problem is established as follows:
max
p
µcR
c + µp
K∑
k=1
Rpk, (5.6a)
s.t. tr(ppH) ≤ P (5.6b)
where tr{·} represents the trace operation. In the next section, we derive the corre-
sponding finite constellation-based achievable rate and solve the WSR optimization
problem (5.6).
5.3 Individual User Achievable Rate and Weighted Sum-
rate Re-Formulation
Different from Gaussian input, designated data sk will be uniformly chosen from a pre-
defined discrete constellation set, denoted by set Sk, k = 1, ...,K and their correspond-
ing cardinality denoted as Mk. Therefore, sk,mk ,mk = 1, ...,Mk is used to represent
that mk-th constellation symbol has been chosen to be transmitted to the k-th user.
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Same for the degraded signal, where its cardinality is denoted as Mc, respectively, we
have the following results:
Proposition 2. At each transmission instant, each of the designated draw data symbol
sk,mk from its corresponding constellation set with equal probability, the same applies
to the degraded symbol. Therefore, the achievable rate for the k-th users’ designated
rate and degraded rate, i.e., Rpk and R
c
k can be shown as:
Rck = log2Mc
− 1
Mc
∗ 1
ΠKk=1Mk
Mc∑
mc=1
M1∑
m1=1
· · ·
MK∑
mK=1
T ck(p)
+
1
ΠKk=1Mk
M1∑
m1=1
· · ·
MK∑
mK=1
T pk (p
p)
(5.7)
where
T ck(p)
= log2
Mc∑
nc=1
M1∑
n1=1
· · ·
MK∑
nK=1
exp
(
−|h
H
k ps
c,k
m,n|2
2σ2n
)
(5.8)
with sc,km,n = (sc,mc − sc,nc) +
∑K
k=1(sk,mk − sk,nk).
T pk (p
p)
= log2
M1∑
n1=1
· · ·
MK∑
nK=1
exp
(
−|h
H
k p
pskm,n|2
2σ2n
)
(5.9)
with skm,n =
∑K
k=1 sk,m,n =
∑K
k=1(sk,mk − sk,nk). And
Rpk = log2Mk
+
1
ΠKj=1,j 6=kMj
M1∑
m1=1
· · ·
Mk−1∑
mk−1=1
Mk+1∑
mk+1=1
· · ·
MK∑
mK=1
T jk (p
p
[k])
− 1
ΠKk=1Mk
M1∑
m1=1
· · ·
MK∑
mK=1
T pk (p
p)
(5.10)
where pp[k] denotes the concatenated designated precoder matrix without the k-th user’s
precoder, and
T jk (p
p
[k])
= log2
M1∑
n1=1
· · ·
M1∑
nk−1=1
M1∑
nk+1=1
· · ·
MK∑
nK=1
exp
(
−
|hHk pp[k]sjm,n|2
2σ2n
)
(5.11)
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with sjm,n =
∑K
j=1,j 6=k sj,m,n =
∑K
j=1,j 6=k(sj,mj − sj,nj ).
Proof. Refer to Appendix B.
To make the equation clear, we show the corresponding achievable degraded and des-
ignated rates in the case of a two-user MISO BC in the next page, i.e., (5.13) - (5.16).
Recall (5.5) and (5.6), whose objective is a Max-min process for optimizing the de-
graded symbol and then maximize the WSR. From (5.7) - (5.10), we observe that
optimizing one user’s precoder not only relies on another user’s precoder but is also
different from [4, 5], and the degraded precoder optimization will rely on all the user’s
designated precoder. Therefore, we adapt the optimization problem (5.6) into a multi-
objective problem to fit the RS scheme as shown below:
maxp1 µcR
c
1 + µp
∑K
k=1R
p
k,
...
maxpl µcR
c
l + µp
∑K
k=1R
p
k,
...
maxpK µcR
c
K + µp
∑K
k=1R
p
k,
(5.12a)
s.t. tr(pl(pl)H) ≤ P, ∀l. (5.12b)
where pl, l = 1, ...,K denotes the concatenated precoder that maximizes the l-th objec-
tive function, then follows the concept of the degraded rate; the objective function that
reaches the lowest WSR will be the final RS WSR rate. In the next section, we will
use the alternative optimization (AO) method with gradient descent (GD) algorithm
to solve (5.12a) and find the optimal precoders.
5.4 RS Precoder Optimization
From the previous equation e.g. (5.7) - (5.10), we can see that each of the multi-
objective function in (5.12a) is non-convex. We, therefore, use an AO-based suboptimal
approach to deal with the multi-variable problem that optimizes one variable while
fixing other variables until the objective function converges. Therein, during each
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Rc1 = log2Mc −
1
Mc ∗M1 ∗M2
Mc∑
mc=1
M1∑
m1=1
M2∑
m2=1
log2
Mc∑
nc=1
M1∑
n1=1
...
M2∑
n2=1
exp
(
−|h
H
1 p((sc,mc − sc,nc) +
∑2
k=1(sk,mk − sk,nk))|2
2σ2n
)
+
1
M1 ∗M2
M1∑
m1=1
M2∑
m2=1
log2
M1∑
n1=1
M2∑
n2=1
exp
(
−|h
H
1 p
p
∑2
k=1(sk,mk − sk,nk)|2
2σ2n
)
(5.13)
Rc2 = log2Mc −
1
Mc ∗M1 ∗M2
Mc∑
mc=1
M1∑
m1=1
M2∑
m2=1
log2
Mc∑
nc=1
M1∑
n1=1
...
M2∑
n2=1
exp
(
−|h
H
2 p((sc,mc − sc,nc) +
∑2
k=1(sk,mk − sk,nk))|2
2σ2n
)
+
1
M1 ∗M2
M1∑
m1=1
M2∑
m2=1
log2
M1∑
n1=1
M2∑
n2=1
exp
(
−|h
H
2 p
p
∑2
k=1(sk,mk − sk,nk)|2
2σ2n
)
(5.14)
Rp1 = log2M1 +
1
M2
M2∑
m2=1
log2
M2∑
n2=1
exp
(
−|h
H
2 p2(s2,mk − s2,nk)|2
2σ2n
)
− 1
M1 ∗M2
M1∑
m1=1
M2∑
m2=1
log2
M1∑
n1=1
...
M2∑
n2=1
exp
(
−|h
H
1 p
p
∑2
k=1(sk,mk − sk,nk)|2
2σ2n
)
(5.15)
Rp2 = log2M2 +
1
M1
M1∑
m1=1
log2
M1∑
n1=1
exp
(
−|h
H
1 p1(s1,mk − s1,nk)|2
2σ2n
)
− 1
M1 ∗M2
M1∑
m1=1
M2∑
m2=1
log2
M1∑
n1=1
...
M2∑
n2=1
exp
(
−|h
H
2 p
p
∑2
k=1(sk,mk − sk,nk)|2
2σ2n
)
(5.16)
iteration, we adapt the gradient descent method to search a new precoder, and the
search direction for each precoder is dependent on the partial derivatives of the objective
function with respect to the corresponding precoder. Recall the l-th objective function,
where the WSR is gvien as Rlsum = µcR
c
l+µp
∑K
k=1R
p
k; therefore, all the required partial
derivatives are given as follows: ∇plcRlsum, ∇plkR
l
sum, and ∇pljR
l
sum, j = 1, ...,K, j 6= k.
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More specifically, the calculation of∇pRlsum, l = 1, ...,K can be separated into two parts
i.e., ∇plcRlsum and ∇plkR
l
sum. As the designated rate does not relate to the degraded
precoder, hence
∇plc |hHk plsc,k,m,n|2 = hkhHk plcsc,m,nsHc,m,n
+ hkh
H
k
K∑
k=1
plksk,m,ns
H
c,m,n
= hk(h
H
k p
lsc,k,m,n)s
H
c,m,n.
(5.17)
Therefore, the former derivation can be given as in (5.18). However, the latter one, i.e,
∇pkRksum, ∀k, includes two categories, e.g., ∇pkRksum, and ∇pj,j 6=kRksum, ∀k, which, due
to the length of the equation, is given in (C.1) (and following expended equations) in
the Appendix. Derivatives for other objectives can be conducted based on (5.18) and
(C.1). Once we have calculated the search direction with the initialized precoder, we
can start the optimization process. The entire algorithm to obtain the optimal precoder
and the WSR is covered in Algorithm 2, where, in order to update the search step size,
i.e.,t, we use the backtracking line search method and the related parameter, given as
0 < α < 0.5 and 0 < β < 1. Note that different precoding initialization methods
may vary the optimization results due to the non-convexity of the objective function,
and this may converge to a local optimum, as stated in [4, 5]. Furthermore, it has
been observed in [77] that the maximum ratio transmission (MRT) combined with the
singular value decomposition (SVD) provides a good overall performance. Hence, in
the underloaded system, we applied two initialization methods, i.e., Zero-forcing (ZF)
initialization and channel SVD decomposition-based initialization.
5.5 Simulation Results Part A
The performance of the proposed RS-based linear precoder design under finite alphabet
constellation is illustrated through simulations in terms of the achievable sum-rate
and compared with several selected schemes in the considered K-user MISO downlink
system. Other models considered for comparison may include the following: 1. No-
RS scheme with zero-forcing (ZF) precoding, respectively, i.e., no rate optimization.
2. No-RS, linear precoder design under finite alphabet constellation, also with WSR
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Algorithm 2 Gradient Descent based Algorithm for the multi-objective WSR Opti-
mization
1: Set degraded and designate rate weight coefficients i.e., µc and µp, initialize precoder
matrix p(n=0), subject to tr(p(0)(p(0))H) ≤ P , where n is the a iteration index.
2: Calculate the WSR R
(
sum0) with the initialized precoder.
3: Calculate all the search directions i.e., ∇
p
(0)
k
µcR
c
l , ∇p(0)k µpR
p,l
k , and∑K
j=1,j 6=k∇p(0)k µpR
p,l
j according to equation (5.7) and (5.10).
4: Initial the search step size t = 1.
5: Calculate the backtrack line search stop criteria , if c < climit, move to step 10.
6: based on the search direction and search step size, calculate the potential updated
precoder matrix for each objective function i.e., p˜
l,(n)
c = p˜
(n)
c + t∇p(0)k R
l
sum and
p˜
l,(n)
k = p˜
(n)
k + t∇p(0)k R
l
sum, ∀k, l.
7: If tr(pl,(0)(pl,(0))H) ≤ P , regularize the precoder by: pl,(n)c =
√
P p˜
l,(n)
c
tr(pl,(n)(pl,(n))H)
and
p
l,(n)
k =
√
P p˜
l,(n)
k
tr(pl,(n)(pl,(n))H)
, ∀k, l.
8: Based on the updated precoder, calculate the updated WSR R
l,(n+1)
sum and update
the search step size t = βt.
9: if R
l,(n+1)
sum < R
l,(n)
sum + c, back to step 5
10: Update the iteration index, n = n+ 1, repeat from step 2 to step 10 until reaches
the maximum iteration number or all the objective function converges.
11: Among all the optimized objective, find the one that gives the lowest WSR and
find the corresponding precoder matrix.
optimization. Two precoder initialization methods are considered, i.e., initial as a ZF
precoder and based on the SVD decomposition of the channel matrix. 3. RS-based
linear precoder design under the Gaussian input, with rate optimization. 4. No-RS
(SDMA-based) linear precoder design under Gaussian input, with rate optimization.
The same set of channel realizations are used in all simulation models to guarantee a fair
comparison. Optimization problems with Gaussian input are solved by exploiting the
relationship between WMMSE and achievable rate [71], and the corresponding results
are obtained using the Matlab CVX toolbox [83].
By setting the distribution of noise as nk ∼ CN(0, 1), the SNR is equivalent to the
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∇plcRlsum =
−µc
Mc ∗ΠKk=1Mk
Mc∑
mc=1
M1∑
m1=1
· · ·
MK∑
mK=1
log2 e
Mc∑
nc=1
M1∑
n1=1
· · ·
MK∑
nK=1
[
exp
(
− |hHk pls
c,k
m,n|2
2σ2n
)
(− 1
2σ2n
)hk(h
H
k p
lsc,km,n)sHc,m,n
]
Mc∑
nc=1
M1∑
n1=1
· · ·
MK∑
nK=1
exp
(
− |hHk pl(s
c,k
m,n)|2
2σ2n
)

(5.18)
maximum transmit power. The channel between the BS and users are modelled as
independent and identically distributed Rayleigh fading channel. Simulation results
are averaged over 100 channel realizations. It is also assumed that in no-RS mode,
all the users employ the same modulation constellation while for the RS scheme, all
users’ designated signal has the same constellation and therefore helps determine the
constellation size of the degraded signal.
5.5.1 Convergence of the Proposed Algorithms
In Fig.5.2, we investigate the convergence of the proposed WSR optimization schemes
with Rate-Splitting precoding as well as baseline model 2 under selected transmit signal-
to-noise (SNR) values. The system configurations used in the convergence simulation
are {K,Nt,Mc,Mk,k=1,2} = {2, 2, 2, 2} and {K,Nt,Mk,k=1,2} = {2, 2, 2} for RS and
no-RS, respectively. The Backtracking line search parameters [97] and weights for the
WSR [4] are set as α = 0.1, β = 0.5, µc = µp = 1. It is observed that, with less transmit
power, i.e., at 0dB and 5dB SNR, both RS and no-RS converges around 6 iterations.
While for 15dB SNR, both methods require an average of 13 and 14, respectively,
iterations to achieve convergence. Therefore, we can conclude that as shown, the extra
process for the optimization of the degraded stream does not increase the required
iterations to achieve convergence.
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Figure 5.2: Convergence of WSR for the proposed RS precoding algorithms and no-RS
scheme, with BPSK modulation
5.5.2 Achievable Rate Results
Rate-Splitting vs. Baseline models in underloaded system
In this subsection, we compare the achievable sum-rate performance for a downlink
MISO system with 2 transmitter and 2 single antenna users i.e. Nt = 2 and K = 2,
results, as shown in Fig. 5.3 and Fig. 5.4. Different constellation size settings for each
simulated models are as follows:
 Proposed RS scheme: Degraded signal is QPSK modulated and designated signals
are BPSK modulated for Fig. 5.3. Both degraded signal and designated signals
are QPSK modulated for Fig. 5.4.
 No-RS, with WSR optimization: All signals are QPSK modulated for Fig. 5.3
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Figure 5.3: WSR for a underloaded system, 2 user MISO BC, configure 1
and 8PSK modulated for Fig. 5.4.
 No-RS, without WSR optimization: Constellation size setting is the same as the
one with WSR optimization.
 RS and non-RS with Gaussian input : No restrictions on the constellation size for
Gaussian input models.
From Fig. 5.3, it is clear that relies on the ability of the self-adjustable constellation
size, and the two baseline models with Gaussian inputs achieves better WSR than
the rest of the models with finite alphabet input. We can also see that RS slightly
performs no-RS scheme at higher SNR regime, which has already been presented in
[77]. When comparing between the finite alphabet input models that does not employ
Rate Splitting, the closed-form solution i.e., no-RS with ZF precoding, shown in the
dotted brown, has worse WSR performance than the other two optimization based
solutions. The gap between the closed-form and optimization solution turns out to be
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Figure 5.4: WSR for a underloaded system, 2 user MISO BC, configure 2
more obvious at low to medium SNR range, for e.g. to reach a sum-rate of 2bps/Hz
with the current simulation setup, and the ZF precoder requires around 4dB more SNR
than the optimization-based solution. However, at high SNR, for e.g. 25dB, they tend
to converge to the same achievable sum-rate. Furthermore, when comparing the two
optimization based no-RS schemes, i.e., dotted purple and dotted black line, the use of
the SVD precoder initialization method is validated.
By looking into details about our proposed RS scheme, it can be seen that it achieves
the highest WSR among all the finite-alphabet based algorithms, for example, to reach
a WSR of 3bps/Hz, the proposed RS scheme requires around 11dB SNR while it is 13dB
and 15dB for no-RS with rate optimization and without rate optimization, respectively.
All non-Gaussian input schemes can reach a maximum sum-rate of 4 bps/Hz, for which
the proposed RS scheme is the first model that reaches this cap at around 25dB; this
is about 5dB less then the rest finite alphabet based algorithms. When comparing
the RS scheme under both Gaussian input and finite alphabet input, i.e., solid brown
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and solid red, at low SNR regime, e.g., from -10 to 0dB range, the performance of
the proposed finite-alphabet RS framework align with its Gaussian variant. As we
mentioned, the optimization problem based on the Gaussian input can find himself the
’best’ constellation under each specific SNR value; this means that in the -10 to 0dB
range, RS scheme with the QPSK modulated degraded signal and BPSK modulated
designated signal is a capacity achieving constellation setup. When SNR continues
to go up, the Gaussian case will step up to a higher modulation order that reflect
as the growing gap between their achievable WSRs. When the constellation size for
the baseline modes changes to 8PSK, the corresponding results are shown in Fig. 5.4.
Nothing changes for both Gaussian cases since there is no constellation restriction on
them. What remains unchanged when compared to the results in Fig. 5.3 is the order
of reaching the maximum achievable WSR. And what we can also read from Fig. 5.4
includes:
 Generally, more transmit power is required for all schemes to reach the maxi-
mum achievable WSR, e.g., 35dB and around 50dB for RS and non-RS scheme,
respectively.
 The SNR range where the finite alphabet RS result is aligned with its Gaus-
sian variant has extended to almost 5dB, which validates the fact that Gaussian
optimization does increase its constellation size when the SNR goes higher.
Rate-Splitting vs. Baseline models in overloaded system
In this subsection, we compare the achievable sum-rate performance for an overloaded
downlink MISO system with Nt = 2 and K = 3, and the results for this are shown in
Fig. 5.5 and Fig. 5.6. The constellation size settings for each simulated models are
given as follows:
 Proposed RS scheme: The degraded signal is 8PSK modulated and the designated
signals are BPSK modulated for Fig. 5.5. Degraded signal with 8PSK and
designated signals with QPSK for Fig. 5.6.
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Figure 5.5: WSR for a overloaded system, 3 user MISO BC, configure 1
 No-RS, with WSR optimization: All signals are QPSK modulated for Fig. 5.5
and 8PSK modulated for Fig. 5.6.
 No-RS, without WSR optimization: The constellation size setting is the same as
the one with WSR optimization.
The simulation time increases due to the larger constellation size; hence, for some
results, we split the tested SNR range to two parts one from 0 to 25dB and another
from 35 to 50dB (for investigating the rate cap). In the overloaded system, under
the Gaussian input, we added an individual rate constraint to avoid the tendency of
turning off some users when operating the WSR optimization. Similar to [93], we set the
QoS threshold as Rth = {0.025, 0.05, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4} bps/Hz with the corresponding SNR
values of SNR = {0, 5, 10, 15, 20} dBs, respectively. The QoS threshold remains the
same when the SNR is further increased. Nevertheless, without the restriction on the
constellation size for the degraded signal, the Gaussian inputs based RS scheme achieves
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Figure 5.6: WSR for a overloaded system, 3 user MISO BC, configure 2
better WSR than No-RS scheme and others with finite alphabet input. However, due
to the natural of sum-rate optimization, one of the user’s rate should be exactly equal
to the QoS threshold.
By looking into details about our proposed RS scheme, it can be seen that it achieves
the highest WSR among all the finite-alphabet based algorithms, for e.g. to reach a
WSR of 3bps/Hz, a proposed RS scheme requires less transmitter power than the no-
RS with rate optimization. Regarding the rate cap, the proposed RS scheme is the first
model that reaches its cap, which is about 5dB less than the no-RS scheme.
Same as the underloaded system, we compare the RS scheme under both Gaussian
input and finite alphabet input. However, different from what we obtained in the
underloaded system, there is a significant gap between having Gaussian signalling and
finite alphabet signalling. The gap comes from two aspects:
 The BPSK modulated designated signal, at low SNR region, multiplexing gain
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plays a more important role than diversity gain for the RS system. Robust mod-
ulation scheme, i.e. the BPSK for the designated signal restricts its contribution
to the WSR;
 In the finite constellation, we assume that each user’s designated signal employs
the same constellation size, and the constellation size for degraded signal is also
fixed. However, the Gaussian input has the ability to adjust the constellation size
for both regarded and designated signal to obtain the best performance.
The same reason explains the gap that occurred between the Gaussian curve and finite
constellation curve without RS. When the constellation size for the finite alphabet
baseline modes change to 8PSK, the corresponding results are shown in Fig. 5.6. It
is observed that within the SNR range of 0 to 20 dB, the achievable rate for the two
no-RS schemes achieve the same sum-rate as shown in Fig. 5.5. This indicates that
with such an overloaded system setup, no-RS already cannot benefit from the equally
increased constellation size for all users (from QPSK to 8PSK) at low SNR, as there is
not enough power to support the high modulation orders. We can also read from Fig.
5.6 that:
 The maximum achievable sum-rate for the RS scheme and no-RS scheme under
finite alphabet inputs are both 9bps/hz.
 More power is required for all schemes to reach the maximum achievable WSR
when the constellation size increases, e.g., more than 45dB and 50dB for RS and
non-RS scheme, respectively.
 Different from the no-RS scheme, the RS scheme did benefit from the increased
modulation level for the designated signal (from BPSK to QPSK, at low SNR),
and the WSR gap between the finite alphabet input RS and its Gaussian input
variant have been reduced, e.g. to reach 2bps/Hz WSR, it requires about 6dB
SNR, which is 1.5dB less compared to Fig. 5.5.
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∑2(Jk−1)jk=1,bk∈Bjk,+1 p[yk|sk = map(bk)]e 12bTk,[jk]LA(bk,[jk])∑2(Jk−1)
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 (5.20)
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p[yk|sk = map(bk)]
=
1
2Js(M−1)piσ2
2J(M−1)∑
i=1
exp
−
||(yk − hHk pcŝc)− hHk (
M∑
j=1,j 6=k
pjsj,i + pksk)||2
σ2

(5.22)
5.6 Implementation design of Rate Splitting
In the previous section, we have investigated the rate performance of the RS-based
linear precoding design. In order to validate the function of RS in a more practical
way, here, we consider a transceiver structure that carry out the error performance
of RS, including both coded bit error rate (BER) and symbol error rate (SER), more
specifically, based on the resultant rate for all the examined precoders under a selection
of SNR values, whether its error performance provide a matched error performance.
5.6.1 Transmitter Design
Any rate optimization problem that assumes Gaussian input sets no restrictions on
the MCS, which means under different channel conditions, the system can adjust the
constellation size and coding rate, which gives us optimal rate results. However, with
the finite alphabet input, the modulation order is fixed through the entire transmission
instant. Fig. 5.7 specifies the transmitter side diagram for the RS system where all
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the information bits streams e.g., degraded and designated messages, are individually
encoded by a Low Density Parity Check (LDPC) encoder, and each of the K+ 1 coded
bits stream will be interleaved and then modulated before being multiplied by the
obtained RS-based linear precoding matrix. Finally, all data signals are mapped onto
the Nt antennas.
5.6.2 Receiver Design
A similar story happened on the receiver side, where both the Gaussian and finite
constellation optimization problem does not set any restriction on the detection and
decoding method. Therefore, with different detection and decoding methods, the error
performance might have different behaviours when compared to the rate performance.
To get optimal error performance, each user combines the Soft-in Soft-out detector
structure in the SIC processing chain. Among the various Soft-in Soft-out detection
methods, the Maximum a posteriori (MAP) detection is reported to achieve optimal
performance [84,98–100]. In this work, it is assumed that each user has perfect knowl-
edge of other users’ constellation information as well as the precoder matrix of the de-
graded symbol stream (for SIC propose), i.e., fully cooperated MAP. This assumption
matches the mutual information equation when calculating the corresponding achiev-
able rate. Moreover, the design of the constellation map is not in the scope of this
study, which means that the distribution of constellation symbols for different constel-
lation sizes follows the current NR standard [64]. The aforementioned SIC receiver,
combined with the iterative detection and decoding process, is illustrated in Fig. 5.8.
For the k-th user’s receive signal i.e., yk, the degraded part is decoded first. The Soft-
in Soft-out detector calculates the extrinsic information of the degraded part i.e., LcE
based on the a priori information LcA. The output likelihood ratio (LLR), i.e., L
c
E is
then interleaved and fed into the LDPC decoder. The LDPC decoder then calculates
the intrinsic information, i.e., (LcD)
′, which, after subtracting the previous intrinsic in-
formation, becomes the new a priori information LcA for the next iteration. At the
final iteration, the LDPC decoder outputs only the soft information of the useful bits
before making a decision on the degraded message. Then, as a preparation of SIC,
the estimated degraded message is coded, modulated in the same ways as that of the
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Figure 5.7: Transmitter diagram of the K-user MISO system with RS precoding.
transmit side and multiplied by the degraded precoder before being subtracted by yk.
After the subtraction, the same iterative detection and decoding processes are applied
to estimate the designated message, as shown in the lower part of Fig. 5.8.
Moving into the details about the MAP detector, assuming we are at the stage of
decoding the degraded message where the number of bits per constellation symbol as
Jc and Jc = log2Mc. Inside each received symbol, the extrinsic LLR for the jc-th bits
(1 ≤ jc ≤ Jc) based on the received signal yk can be calculated by equation (5.19) [101].
In (5.19), bc is a Jc × 1 vector that contains the degraded message bits for the k-th
user, sc = map(bc) denotes the bits to constellation symbol mapping function. bc,[jc]
denotes the sub-vector of bc without its jc-th bit. LA(bc,[jc]) is the (Jc − 1)× 1 vector
with the a priori information of bc,[jc]. Bjc,+1 and Bjc,−1 represent the set of a total
2Jc−1 bit vectors where its jc-th element is +1 or -1, respectively. Moreover, the LLR
calculation for each user’s designated message follows the same manner as shown in
(5.20), where 1 ≤ jk ≤ Jk and Jk = log2Mk. The probability density function for the
degraded and designated symbols are given in (5.21) and (5.22), respectively. In (5.21)
and (5.22), si denote the symbol vector that is mapped by the i-th possible combination
of designated bits and sj,i represents the symbol, which is mapped by the i-th possible
combination of designated message for the j-th user (j 6= k).
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Figure 5.8: Iterative receiver diagram for the k-th user.
5.7 Simulation Results Part B
In the second part of the simulation results, we illustrate the error performance of
the proposed RS-based linear precoder design under the finite alphabet constellation
using the optimal precoders obtained after the rate optimization and compare it with
the same baseline schemes as simulation part 1. Typically, we focus on the overloaded
scenario, considering the differences in terms of the achievable rate for the proposed RS
schemes, which do not superbly surpass other no-RS schemes in underloaded scenarios.
More specifically, we investigate a downlink MISO system with Nt = 2 and K = 3
and the transmit side process, following Fig. 5.7, where the LDPC parity check matrix
is generated based on the MATLAB built-in functions for New Radio (NR) package.
Considering the decoding complexity, the code length is fixed at 1632 (suitable for
BPSK, QPSK and 8PSK), where the code rate is around 0.6765 and the lifting index
of the LDPC encoder is 24. The number of iterations between the MAP detector and
LDPC decoder is set to 3. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 5.9 where the coded
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bit error rat (BER) and symbol error rate (SER) of the three models are presented.
The three models include the proposed RS scheme, no-RS with rate optimization as
well as pseudo ZF (due to the rank deficient channel matrix, and the direct channel
matrix inversion may result in singular values or even be invalid). The constellation
size settings for each simulated models are given as follows:
 Proposed RS scheme: Degraded signal is 8PSK modulated and designated symbol
streams are BPSK modulated.
 No-RS, with WSR optimization and ZF schemes: All symbol streams are QPSK
modulated.
5.7.1 Overall Error Performance
Straight from Fig. 5.9, compared with the corresponding rate results in Fig. 5.5, we
can a un-matched phenomenon as follows:
1. Unmatched ordering for different schemes in rate vs. in error performance: Al-
though the ZF precoding are not shown in Fig. 5.5, it can be seen as a non-
optimized version of the no-RS scheme. Therefore, we can conclude that in
terms of the achievable sum-rate, the relationship between the tested scheme
is RS > no-RS > Psudo-ZF. While in the error performance, for both coded
BER and SER, the ordering varies with different SNR region:
 0-10dB (low SNR regime): Surprisingly, the pseudo-ZF provides the best
error performance out of the three tested schemes before 6dB, and then, the
proposed RS scheme comes up front. Third-place goes to the no-RS scheme
with rate optimization.
 10-20dB (medium SNR regime): Proposed RS scheme are the best out of
the three schemes, followed by the Psudo-ZF and no-RS scheme with rate
optimization yields the worst BER and SER performance.
 20-30dB (high SNR regime): The ordering in error performance becomes the
same as that of the rate performance.
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Figure 5.9: Error performance of 3-user MISO-BC, overall system performance, BER
(left) and SER (right)
Explanation of the unmatch phenomenon: Inside the low to medium SNR regime, fol-
lowing the discussed issue about the sum-rate optimization with finite constellation
input, the available transmission power is mainly given to boost one (if the available
power is low) or two out of the three users’ rates (to form an underloaded transmission
scenario), and they do not yet reach its rate limit. Therefore, the remaining users
become the bottleneck of error performance. However, there is no specific objective,
i.e., the sum-rate for the pseudo-ZF precoder, as it treats every user equally. More-
over, with the help of the cooperated MAP receiver, the pseudo-ZF precoder results in
better error performance at this SNR regime. When the available transmission power
continues to increase, the two users with good channel conditions reach their maximum
achievable rate (due to the finite alphabet input), and the optimization algorithm starts
to put power into the 3-rd user. This transformation reflects on the error performance
relationship at the high SNR regime.
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Numerically, if we set the target error performance to 10−3 and 10−2 for BER and
SER, respectively, 27.5dB SNR is required for the proposed RS scheme to achieve a
BER level of 10−3, which is about 4dB less than the no-RS scheme and over 7.5dB less
than the pseudo-ZF schemes. For the SER, it requires 22.5dB SNR for the proposed
RS scheme, which is about 3.5dB less than the no-RS scheme, while the pseudo-ZF
needs more than 30dB SNR.
5.8 Summary
In this study, we investigate the performance of the proposed Rate-Splitting linear pre-
coding scheme under finite constellation in a K-user MISO downlink system. We derive
the generalized expression of the achievable rate of both the degraded and designated
symbol of the RS scheme and is applicable for both underloaded and overloaded sys-
tems. To obtain the RS precoder, we formulated a Weighted sum-rate optimization
problem. By solving the WSR problem with an iterative gradient descent algorithm
with a backtracking line search method we therefore obtain the optimized RS precoders.
The simulation results in terms of achievable rates show that with RS can reach its
maximum achievable sum-rate with less transmit power (i.e., lower transmit SNR) when
compared with traditional linear precoding schemes such as closed-form ZF precoder
and optimization based no-RS precoder. Furthermore, the RS scheme also achieves
better performance when working in an overloaded environment under fair compari-
son. We also investigate the coded error performance of the proposed RS scheme in the
overloaded scenario and explained an unmatched phenomenon between the rate results
and the error performance results, i.e., different transmission schemes having different
performance ordering at different SNR regimes in their rate results when compared to
their error performance. As a results, at medium to high SNR regime, RS can surpass
the other two strategies by more than 5dB.
Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future Works
T
HIS chapter summarises the main contributions of this thesis in detail, including
the issues we addressed and the outcomes we achieved. The potential future
work is also discussed after the conclusion.
6.1 Conclusion
Point to multipoint transmissions are one of the solutions by using a fixed amount of
resource to transmit same content to multiple users and devices. This thesis inves-
tigated the performance and limitations of the current standard based PTM systems
and presented novel solutions to counter several limitations, thus improve the system
performance. A more detailed chapter by chapter conclusion is given as follows:
 In chapter 3, we brought out the Air Interface Platform Design for the PTM
system, where explicit studies has been carried out on the standard based (e.g.
LTE and NR) physical layer point to multipoint bearer types such as MBSFN
and SC-PTM. We focused on several PTM related KPIs, e.g. error performance
(BER/BLER), mobility and coverage. Different physical channels were inves-
tigated including data channel, i.e.,PDSCH and control channel, i.e., PDCCH
.
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Data channel has been evaluated through inspection, analysis and link-level simu-
lations. The analysis presented has revealed that without the use of MIMO, LTE
standard based SC-PTM is the best option for MIMO with 4 spatial streams
(28.36 bpc). Regarding peak data rate, SC-PTM can deliver up to 391.6 Mbps
(in one RF carrier) with 4 × 4 MIMO. MBSFN does not support MIMO, and
therefore the peak data rate is limited to 82.6 Mbps. Link-level simulation focus
on the error performance of the data channel, which provided us the spectrum
efficiency. From the SE results, it clearly illustrated the existing gap between
the current air interface design and the Shannon limit with different channels,
including practical channel models e.g. NGHPO and NGHPI channels.
We examined the control channel for its error performance, mobility tolerance,
and converge. Error performance results were used to investigate the impact
from modifications brought by the New Radio standard and compared with that
of the LTE. The mobility and coverage simulation of PDCCH performance has
been evaluated for AWGN, as well as TDL-A channel model. The discussions
and simulation results showed that based on the current pilot distribution inside
the PDCCH area, it could support a very wide range of user mobility (beyond
the requirement for a PTM scenario) under TDL-A channel. Regarding coverage,
both ideal and real channel estimation cases have been covered. It showed that
finding a suitable interpolation method is crucial to reconstruct the DCI due to
the lack of pilots compare to the channel delay spread.
 In chapter 4, A Rate-Splitting (RS) based linear precoding scheme was pro-
posed for effectively allocate the resources in a multicarrier multigroup multicast
system under Gaussian Signalling. Simultaneously transmission of multiple
group messages breakthrough the limitation of only support orthogonal transmis-
sion of different multicast contents, which is defined by the standard. To tackle
the formulated non-convex optimization problem, two reformulation methods are
proposed, first was based on exploiting the Rate-WMMSE relationship and the
second was based on successive convex approximation. Simulation results vali-
dated the superiority of the proposed RS schemes under both WMMSE and SCA
optimization methods in terms of achievable rate, when compared to that with-
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out any resource management and the state-of-the-art orthogonal transmission
scheme. Besides, the SCA based method achieved close performance compares to
the WMMSE method with less number of iterations.
The optimized variables from the rate optimization were then used to perform
the coded BER performance of the RS system, rely on the simplified version of
the platform introduced in chapter 3. Group messages were encoded with LDPC
channel code and decoded with an adapted MAP based iterative SIC receiver.
The coded BER performance evident the potential of implementing RS into a
practical system that can effectively lower the error floor when transmitting in a
overloaded system.
 In chapter 5, we investigated the Rate-Splitting (RS) based linear precoding
scheme in a downlink MISO system with broadcast channel under finite alpha-
bet constellations. Like chapter 4, we assumed the simultaneous transmission
of multiple messages to multiple users. Under finite constellation, achievable rate
cannot be formulated based on the Shannon formulate, for which we therefore em-
ployed the mutual information based achievable rate formulation. In this chapter,
we used the gradient descent method to tackle the formulated non-convex opti-
mization problem. Simulation results under both underloaded and overloaded
scenarios validated the superiority of the proposed RS schemes in terms of re-
quired SNR to reach certain targeted sum-rate value, when compared to that
with closed-form precoder solution and the no-RS transmission scheme.
Similar to chapter 4, the optimized variables from the rate optimization were
then used to perform the coded error performance (including BER and SER)
of the RS system in overloaded scenario. On top of the results we obtained in
previous chapter, here under finite constellation, both BER/SER performance
further evident the potential of implementing RS into a practical system with
given constellation size (instead of the optimally selected constellation size with
Gaussian input), and resulted in a improved error performance compared with
no-RS schemes.
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6.2 Future Works
The story told in this thesis basically summarises my journey through the entire Ph.D..
Every journey will come to an end, however, it can also be the starting point for the
next journey. In this section, we discuss the possible research topics that continues the
physical layer studies on the PTM communication systems.
6.2.1 Adaptive Modulation to Further Improve the System
Comparing the Gaussian input optimization introduced in chapter 4 to the finite al-
phabet input optimization in chapter 5, one thing that may further improve the system
performance is to have adaptive modulation orders. From the formulation we can see
that the modulation order for both degraded and designated part is determined at the
first place. From the results, the Gaussian results should be the upper bound of that
with finite alphabet input. Moreover, increasing the constellation size to certain de-
gree seems to drag the finite constellation results close to the Gaussian results, under
the same system configuration. So it would be of great interest to also include the
constellation size as part of the optimization problem for the RS system.
6.2.2 Finite Block Length on Top of Finite Constellation Size
From Gaussian input assumption to finite constellation input, we are one step closer
to the practical transmission chain by setting constraints on the constellation size.
However, as we know, Gaussian signalling system has the freedom on both constellation
size and coding/decoding. This means it also assumes to have infinite code word/block
length, which is not the case in practice and also not we can achieve in simulations.
As a results, the Gaussian input based achievable rate can only be treated as the
infeasible upper bound since it has an infinite block length. Therefore, adding one
more constraint, i.e., finite block length, makes the results more realistic. Besides, the
coding/decoding scheme is also assumed to be optimal in the current research/work.
By adding the finite block length, different coding schemes should have different impact
on the achievable rate, which leads to more accurate outcomes.
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6.2.3 Constellation Design and Imperfect Channel State Information
The constellation design and imperfect CSIT are combined as one future work. In
the work we introduced in chapter 5, we assumed that the constellation map of each
modulation remains the same, e.g., following the standards.
which means if two users using the same constellation size, they may meet the so called
non-uniquely decodable symbol problem.
On the other hand, we always assume to have perfect CSIT in the presented work,
however, precoder design is heavily rely on the accuracy of CSIT, so including channel
error into consideration would be not merely interesting but also essential if we want
to get more practical insight. Furthermore, it is interesting but also seems to be much
more complicated that we may design a system, for which we add constellation design
and imperfect CSIT on top of having adaptive modulation or finite block length or
both.
Appendix A
Table of required SNRs
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   SNR (dB) 
 MCS Index TB size EBU TR034 15 kHz 7.5 kHz 1.25 kHz 
QPSK 
0 1384 -5.4 -5.3 -5.5 -5.4 
1 1800 -4.3 -4.1 -4.4 -4.3 
2 2216 -3.2 -3.2 -3.5 -3.4 
3 2856 -2.3 -2.2 -2.4 -2.3 
4 3624 -1.4 -1.1 -1.5 -1.3 
5 4392 -0.3 -0.2 -0.7 -0.4 
6 5160 0.5 0.8 0.3 0.5 
7 6200 1.9 2.1 1.5 1.8 
8 6968 2.7 3.0 2.2 2.5 
9 7992 3.9 4.0 3.3 3.6 
16QAM 
10 7992 - 4.4 3.9 3.9 
11 8760 4.8 4.9 4.3 4.5 
12 9912 5.6 5.8 5.1 5.4 
13 11448 6.6 6.9 6.2 6.4 
14 12960 7.7 8.0 7.1 7.5 
15 14112 8.5 8.8 7.9 8.3 
16 15264 9.3 9.5 8.6 8.9 
64QAM 
17 15264 - 10.2 9.3 9.8 
18 16416 10.7 10.9 10.0 10.4 
19 18336 11.8 12.0 11.0 11.4 
20 19848 12.6 12.9 11.8 12.3 
21 21384 13.6 13.8 12.7 13.1 
22 22920 14.4 14.6 13.5 14.0 
23 25456 15.9 16.0 14.8 15.3 
24 27376 16.8 16.9 15.5 16.1 
25 28336 17.4 17.4 16.2 16.7 
26 30576 19.1 19.1 17.1 17.8 
27 31704 19.8 20.0 17.8 18.6 
256QAM 
28 31704 - 20.2 18.4 19.3 
29 32856 20.4 20.7 19.2 19.8 
30 35160 21.5 21.8 20.2 20.9 
31 36696 22.4 22.5 20.9 21.5 
32 39232 23.7 23.8 21.7 22.6 
33 40576 24.5 24.8 22.4 23.3 
34 42368 25.5 25.8 23.1 24.4 
 
Figure A.1: Required SNR for target BLER with AWGN channel, corresponding to
Figure. 3.7.
Appendix B
Proof of Proposition 1.
The proof of equation (5.7) and (5.10) follows the same process. Here we demonstrate
the proof of (5.7), first, if we assuming all the streams (including degraded and desig-
nated stream) have the same constellation set, i.e., Mc = Mk = M,k = 1, ...,K, then
following the principle of conditional entropy and mutual information, the rate for the
degraded part at user k can be written as:
Rck = log2M
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where En {·} denotes the exception over the complex Gaussian noise. Applying the
Jensen inequality on the first exception of (B.1) gives:
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where since the noise is a complex Gaussian vector with probability density function
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given as [5]:
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where Nr is the number of receiver antenna per user. Since the real and image part of
the noise vector is independent with each other, therefore
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By applying the following mathematical equation about exponential function integral
[102], ∫ ∞
−∞
exp
(−a2x2 ± bx) dx = exp( b2
4a2
) √
pi
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(B.5)
where Re {a} > 0. Hence, (B.4) can be further calculated as follows:
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Same applies on the second exception term in (B.1) yields equation (5.9). Notice that,
in the rate related equations e.g, (5.7) and (5.10), it involves a subtract process of
two log functions which cancels the 12 . Therefore, by generalize the assumption on the
constellation (B.1) will be approximate to (5.7). Same method applies on equation
(5.10), and thus complete the proof.
Appendix C
Derivation of the WSR to the
designated precoder
The related derivations were given from (C.1) - (C.4).
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Appendix D
Discussion on the impact of
increasing number of users per
group
First, we provide a new simulation result for a single carrier system, where it compares
the MMF rate results for RS and No-RS schemes with an increased number of users
per group. (System parameter: 4 transmit antennas, 3 multicast group and each with
3 users.) We can observe that:
 When the number of users per group increases, the MMF rate of both RS and
No-RS decreases. However, RS always outperforms No-RS with a constant MMF
rate gap as shown in the above Fig.D.1
 Both schemes show a trend of convergence when the number of users per group
increases.
Next, it should be pointed out that if there is only one group allocated per subcarrier,
there is no need to use rate splitting since there is no interference. Therefore, with
both Round-robin/Random group allocation and the optimization-based subcarrier al-
location, there should be more than one group allocated on each subcarrier and RS
precoding should be used to transmit multiple multicast messages on each subcarrier.
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Figure D.1: MMF rate vs. Number of Users, RS and No-RS (SDMA)
Therefore, this comment can be transformed to another problem as: On one subcarrier,
we randomly choose m groups, or we choose m groups that result in the best MMF
rate. Using RS to transmit multicast messages, when the number of users continues to
grow, will they result in a close enough MMF rate?
We provide another new simulation result aiming to address this new problem, with the
following simulation settings: Working at 20dB SNR and have in a total 3 groups and
we can select 2 of them on each subcarrier. The number of transmitter antennas is 2 and
we assume single-antenna receivers. The user allocation starts from 2 users/group to
32 users/group. The results are shown in the Fig. D.2: In Fig. D.2, the blue line is the
lowest MMF rate among all the possible group allocation combinations, and the red line
is for the optimized case. Therefore, random/round-robin algorithm results should lie
between the red and blue lines. We can see from Figure 2, with 32 users/group there is
still room for improvement between the optimized subcarrier allocation algorithm and
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case
the random/round-robin algorithm.
In addition, in the above simulation, we do not consider the situation that different
subcarriers are assigned with the same group, e.g., we have 4 subcarriers, 3 groups
in total. Each subcarrier can serve 2 groups. Worst case scenario, for the random
allocation, all the subcarriers serve only groups 1 and 3, which may affect the fairness
between groups. With round-robin, the performance might be not as bad as random
allocation, but the fairness may still be affected. For example, on the first 3 subcarrier,
we allocate group 1 and group 2 one the first subcarrier, group 1 and 3 on the second,
and group 2 and 3 on the third, then on the fourth subcarrier, we should go back
to allocate group 1 and 2. This scheme will still affect the performance of group 3.
However, with optimization-based subcarrier allocation, group 3 can be allocated to
the subcarrier which has a better channel to achieve fairness.
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Finally, regarding the overhead/complexity issue. As mentioned, rate splitting pre-
coding is used on both round-robin /random allocation algorithm and the optimized
subcarrier allocation algorithm. Hence, CSIT information is still required at the trans-
mitter side for both cases. However, round-robin/random allocation needs a subset
of the channel information for all the groups, while the optimization-based allocation
algorithm needs the CSI from all groups. The overhead problem becomes more and
more critical when increasing the difference between the total number of groups and
the number of groups that is allowed to be allocated onto each subcarrier.
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